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INTRODUCTION 
The question as to which method of feeding replacement pullets 
is mo&t desirable has been debated for many years. Some poultrymen 
have advocated rearing pu llets on a full feeding program, while 
others are enthusiastic about a restricted feeding program. The 
results of current research in which these two systems are compared 
are inconclusive and contradictory. The basic problem encountered 
in these research studies h~s been to provide a suitable range of 
nut~ient intakes to pullets during the growing period and to meas-
ure the effect of range of · hutrient intakes upon subsequent laying 
house performance. 
, Gleaves (1961), Gleaves et al. (1963a) and Gleaves (1965) re-
· . • J. 
ported data from a series of experiments in w~ich gradations in the 
dietary volume of rations fed ad libitum were used to control the 
nutrient intake of laying hens. Non-nutritive poly;:ethylene .fluff 
was used as the volume control i~_$redient. In addition, w~shed ~low 
sand was used to control dietary weight. Through the use of these 
techni ques, it was possible to obtain predetermined grad~tions in 
the daily .nutrient intake of protein and energy and to study their 
effects upon laying house performance. 
In the study reported in this thesis, the method used by Gleaves 
et · al. ( 196~a) and Gleaves (1965) was applied to the growing of 
rep lacement pullets. In this way .it was possible to regulate or 
1 
2 
control tµe nutrient intake of growing pullets and to obtain graded 
intake levels of protein, energy.,and feed v,olume. Data ·were obtained 
on the relationship of a number of intake levels of protein, energy 
and feed yolume, both individually and in combinations, to certain 
',11 
aspects of the subsequent reproductive performance of pullet re~ 
1'·' r ;_·.::• 
placements .. 
"I!· n" 
The goal 0f pullet ~rowing is to obtain maximum laying house 
performance with the l.owest practical rearing c"sts. Thi~ is espe-
cially important today with specialized pullet growing operations 
and small profit ma:rgins. 
In view of the current situation, the objectives ,selected for 
this study::were· to: (1) study nutrient intake during tq.e growing .. 
period as it is1related to dietary protein level, dietary energy 
' 
level and dietary voiurnelev~l; and(~) determine the effects of 
different nutrient intakes.during the growing period upon subsequent 
laying house performance, including egg :Production, egg weight, 
livability and body weight gain or losSI~ 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Work was started as early as 1937 on a program of restri~ting 
feed intake, for growing replacement pullets. ,The following obser-
vations were made with pullets which were fed less than full feed 
from 8 to 24 weeks of age: (1) sexual maturity was delay~d, as meas-
ured by the onset of egg production; (2·) the number of small eggs 
produced was reduced; (3) livability in the laying house was in-
creased; and (5) there was a 35 to 50 pevcent saving in the amount 
of feed consumed. These early claims were widely publicized by the 
popular press despite the fact that very little scientific research 
I 
had been done to validate them (Bruins, 1958; Ewing, 1963). 
' In an effort to determine the effects of feed restFiction on 
growing replacement pullets, three b,sic methods of restricting 
feed or nutrient intake were developed and have been the subject 
of extensiv~ research studies. The first method is known as limit-
ed feeding Qr quantitative restriction. It can be divided iQto 
three cat~gories: (a) limiting the time during the day that feed 
is available; (b) withhoJding the feed every 3rd, 5th or 7th day; 
and (c) limiting the poundage of feed fed to a percentage of the 
amount cons~ed by full-fed controls. The second method involves 
the use of high leve ls of fiber in t h e ration. High fiber ~iets 
are fed ad libitum, but due to the low nutrient density of these 
diets, restriction of nutrient intake occurs. The third method 
3 
4 
involves the restriction of protein intake and is accomplished by 
widening the calorie-protein ratio. 
Methods of Restriction 
Limited Feeding or Quantitative Restriction 
Limited Daily Feeding Time : Heuser et al. (1945) limited 
feed intake by keeping the feeders closed un,til noon each day. The 
birds soon adjusted to feed being available only in the afternoon; 
consequently, this method resulted . in only a 3 to 8 percent reduc-
t -ion in feed consumption. This rate o,f restriction was apparently 
not sev.ere enough to produce a significant difference when · compared 
to full-fed birds. 
Ringrose (1958) used techniques involving quantitative feed 
restriction in two experiments. In the first experiment, enough 
mash was placed in the feeders so that at the end of a daily four-
hour morning feeding period the feeders were empty. In addition to 
mash, the growing ration consisted of 25 percent of oats which was 
fed at 4 p.m. This fe eding regimen was followed during the growing 
period from the 7th to the 20th week. In the second experiment, the 
amount of mash placed in the feeders was increased so that at the 
end of t h e four-hour feeding period mash was left in the feeders. 
At this time the feeders were removed from the pens. This procedure 
was adopted because it made the mechanics of handling the experi-
ment simpler and insured availabili~y of feed for the four-hour 
period. Ringrose (1958) found that feed restriction on a time 
basis as studied in these two e~periments resulted irl only a mod-
5 
erate restriction in feed intake, and after the birds were 16 weeks 
of age very little restriction in feed intake wa s evident. 
Tomhave (1958) reported two experiments in which f'.eeding time 
was restricted during the growing period from the 9th to the 23rd 
week. In the first experiment, feed was placed in the feeders at 
8 a.m. in amounts to last the birds to 12 o'clock noon. This re-
l 
sulted in a feed consump~ion level of from 89 to 93 percent of that 
consumed by full-fed birds. In experiment 2, the feeders were closed 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily in an ef f ort to produce more drastic 
feed restriction. However, the restricted-fed birds consumed 95 
percent as much as the full-fed controls. 
Heuser et a .l. (1945 ), Ringrose (1958) artd T_pmhave (1958) con-
' 
eluded independently that when growing pullets rre restricted in 
the time that feed is available to them, they soon adjust themselves 
to t h e schedule of feeding. In so doing, they consume a sufficient 
qriantity of feed in a shorter period of time, thus meeting their 
feed requirements for normal growth. Tomhave ( 1.958) furthel:' concluded 
that a slight saving in fe e d during the growing period is the only 
consistent .benefit ·denived from feed restriction when the birds 
have access to the feed only during certain hours of the day. Thus, 
it is doubtful .. if t h is method of feed restriction compensates for 
the extra · labor • involved. On the other hand, Clark et al. (1962) 
found that by restricting the feeding time to two hours a day during 
a five to seven day period each week, feed consu1"ption was reduced 
about 24 percent ,during the ~rowing period • 
. Withholding Feed ott Alternate Days: Limited feeding as used 
6 
by Singsen et al. (1961) involves withholding all feed every 3rd, 
5th or 7th day, depending upon the severity of restriction desjred. 
I 
In a review of restricted feeding, Patrick (1962) referred to this 
method of feed restriction as the "stop and go" system. Kent (1955) 
l' 
recommended a similar method of restricting feed intake in which 
five pounds of pellets were fed per 100 birds five mornings a week 
plus all the oats they could eat in one or two hours. On two days 
a week (1st and ith days) the birds were fed nothing in the morning. 
Every afternoon the birds were given all the oats they could eat 
in 10 minutes . This system was reporte.d ·to restrict · birds to 70 
percent of what full-fed growing birds consumed. B_ruins ( 1958) 
reported that many commercial poultrym~n were unable to follow such 
a progr;am because of inexperienced labor or insufficient equipment. 
Limi tihg Feed on ~ Percentage. Basis ,: A third method of limit-
ing feed intake is to restrict growing pullets to a certain percent-
age of t he feed consumed by full-fed control birds. This sys~em 
has been studied by many researchers. Any desired degree in severity 
,·, 
of restriction can be obtaine d with this system by lowering the 
percentage of feed fed to the restricted birds. Most workers have 
used and now recommend a 20 to 30 percent restriction in feed con-
sumption from approximately 8 or 10 weeks of age to approximately 
20 to 23 weeks of age. 
In following this method 9 Milby and Sherwo6d 11956) used a 
15 percent restriction in feed, consumption ?n pullets grown in 
confinement and a 30 percent restriction in feed consumption on 
range-reared pullets. Ringrose (1958) found that restricting the 
7 
feed during the growing period to 20 percent or more on a poundage 
basis reduced body weight and delayed s exual maturity. Tomhave 
(1 958) reported that an a~tual restriqtion in the amount of feed 
consumed by a pul let is a more effective way .of restricting feed 
intake than is limiting the time that feed is available to the birds 
during the day. The former procedure re~ults in more of the bene-
fits of feed restriction. Bruckner and Hill ( 1959) reported that 
satisfactory pullets could be reared using a 20 to 30 perc~nt re~ 
striction of diet intake. Hollands and Gowe (1961) imposed a 37.5 
percent level of feed restriction on White Leghorri pullet~·-'from the 
3rd to the 8th week of age, and a 32.5 percent level of feed re-
strj_ction from the 8t1h to the 21st week of age. Honegger Farms Co., 
Inc., as reported in Honeggef'·· Fax, (Anonymous, 1963), tised a 27 
percent restriction of feed from the 8 th to the 21st week of age 
as compared to full-fed controls. Bruins (1958) and Singsen (1955) 
reported that limiting feed on a percentage basis is the most eco-
nomical method of growing repl acement pullets. 
~~stricting Nutrient I~take With Fiber 
Restriction of nutrieJt intake may be <=1.chie'.ved by feeding ra-
l 
tions which contain 5 to 20 percent olf added fiber. High fiber 
·I 
rqtions are fed to birds ad libitum ; ~ut due to the low nutrient 
density of these rations, birds cannot' eat enou'gh feed to satis.fy 
their nutrient intake requirements . 
Isaacks et al •. ( 1960) . reported that with meat-type. pullets 
a restri,ction in nutrient intake , similar to that obtained by limit-
ing feed intake could be accomplished by varying the levels of fiber 
8 
in the diet. However , it was pointed out that by limiting the in-
take of a high efficiency diet on a percentage bas.is an approximate 
savings of 25 percent in reed could be made during t ,he growing pe-
riod; whereas, restricting Qutrient intake by adding 15 to 20 per-
cent of fiber resulted in a 39 to 49 percent increase in total feed 
consumption, 
Quisenberry (1~58) found that egg-type pullets gave approxi-
mately the same results as did meat-type birds when nutrient intake 
was restricted through the use of high fiber diets. However, he 
questioned the wisdom of going from a high efficiency rearing ta-
tion, which grows a pullet to -21 weeks of age on approximately 16 
pound, of feed, to a high fiber ration that requires 30 to 33 
'( 
pounds of feed to grow a pu'llet to the same age. "• .1, 
Ringrose ( 1959) pointed out that res·tri-cting the nu,trient in-
take of growing pullets by feeding high fibE{r j,:at:ions can increase 
i , : .. 
feed costs. Deaton and Quisenberry ( 1963 f reported high fi~er diets 
to be more expensive than conventional diets when the total amdunt 
. ' 
of fe e d consumed by the birds was considered. In contrast, Brui_ns 
(1958) reported that birds fed high fiber rations can be competi-
ti ve, price-wise, with birds ful 1-fed on convent io,nal commercial 
ration s a nd also g ive the additional benefits of restricted fed birds. 
Restricti9n of Protein Intake 
Limiting protein intake was advanced. by Harms (1962) as a 
third method of feed ~estriction. The protein intake of growing 
pul lets is limi ted by feeding a diet having a wide calbrie-protei n 
ratio. However, Harms (1962) believes that the best perfof ming 
9 
commercial egg-type pullets can be produced by using high energy-
high protein diets. Clark et al. (1962) fed whole grain and a cal-
cium supplement as the only feed to growing pullets on grass or 
clover range. As this type of diet would have a wide calorie-protein 
ratio~ it would appear to be a modification of limit~d protein 
I. 
intake as reported by Harms (1962). Clark et al. (1962) referred 
to this grain-mineral diet for gro~ing pullets on range as quali-
t~ti ve restriction and reported it to pro,dµce essentially the same 
effects as quantitative restriction. Platt (1944) , who fed only 
grain and minerals to growing pullets on range, found that pullets 
were retarded in a manner similar to those reared on a limi~ed 
feeding prO'gram. 
Periods of Restri~tio~ 
It appears that the severity of restriction is determined by: 
( 1) the length of the period during which feed or nutrient int·ake 
restriction occurs; (2) the time durin g the growing period that 
the feed or ·nutrient intake restrict.i·on is imposed; and (3) the 
percent or amounts of nutrients w~thheld from the birds during the 
restricti9n pe'riod. These factors · appear to1 play a vital role in 
producing the e-ffects brought .about by the restriction of feed or 
nutrie'nt intake. 
Wat~s (1955) observed that very good nutritional pr~ctices 
should be followed during the initial four to e i .ght weeks of the 
chick's life, since this is a critical period. He reported that 
the performance efficiency of pullets was reduced when the intake 
of nutrients was limited during the first month of the chick's 
10 
life, either by limiting the actual amount eaten or by changing the 
composition of the ration. 
In an effort to study time of restriction, l ength of restric--
tion -·and severity of restriction j Gardner and Macintyre (.1962) lim-
ited feed intake for growing pullets to 50, , 60 and 70 percent of 
the amount consumed concurrently by full~fed controls. Length of 
the restriction periods ranged f_rom 3 weeks to , 17 weeks • . This re-
striction was imposed at 'various intervals during the growing period. 
Restriction periods started a·s early as the fifth week of the grow-
' 
ing period and so..me lasted until the birds were 22 weeks of age. 
They found i direct relationship between the duration and d~gree 
of restriction and the amount of body weight reduction. With restric-
tion periods of either four or eight weeks, t_here was a gre_ater 
reduction in body we~ght when the restriction was imposed at an 
older age. They also found that the length of time required to 
attain sexual maturity, as measured by the numbe; of 1d~ys to r~ach 
50 percent produc t ion, decreased as the length of t he restriction 
peri-od de-creased ', regardless of the . degree of restriction which 
was imposed in 'this study . 
Pul'le.ts which were restricted during the growing period pro-
duced a greater percentage of medium and large size eggs during the. 
first few months of p roduction. However, the magnitude of the in-
~reased s~ze appeared to d epend upon the.length of t he restriction 
period. As the length of the restriction period decreased, the 
1percentage of large and medium eggs also decreased . Restricted 
. I I 
f~eding had no signifi~ant effect on egg weights . However, there 
11 
was a trend'. toward increased egg weig~t wi t.h treatments which had 
the longest delay in sexual maturity. 
Fuller and Dunahoo (1962) restricted the feed intake of White 
Leghorn pullets for the followfi1g time. intervals during the growing 
period: none_, ~th through 12th week, 6th through 18th we-ek, 6th 
through 24t? week, and t2tli thr~ugh 24th week. Feed was limited 
during all restriction periods to the average intake at six week~ 
; '. 
of age ( 9 pounds-· per 100 birds per day). Economic characteristics --
were observed for three years of egg production~ 
.. . I! 
While all periods of feed restriction significant.ly retarded 
J_ . 
growth rate, recovery was ra-pid aft'er the birds were placed on full 
freed._ Growth curves during recovery periods following fee9 restric-
tion were st~eper in slope ,.t-han normal growth curves of fu11:...fed 
'. 
birds at.any·given time during the growing period. W~ere f~ed re ... 
striction was terminated by the 12tli week of age, -·the group,,rec_over-
ed rapidly and outweighed tlle full-fed controls at 24 weeks of ·a_ge. 
Where birds were on continuous feed ree;triction from the 6th to the 
~4th we,ek of .age, :mature body weight; never equalled that of the 
I I ·• • ~ 
. 1 ---
controls· during t.he entire three years o.f egg production which 
followed •. 
! 
Limiting feed. intE\ke delayed sexu.al, maturity of pullets up 
' to as much as f o,ur weeks~ depending upon the duration (jf the re.;. 
striction.·When the egg production period was caleul!ated beginning 
I ';. ' "J ·j· 
at 20 weeks of age f,or all treatments, restficting_the 1nutrient 
intake of pullets !rom _ 6 to 24 weeks o.:t age improved egg production. 
However, it was stat_istically significant only duri,ng tbe third 
12 
year. On the other hand, when egg productio:p.,was calculated beginn-:" 
ing with the date the first egg was laid for each.treatment, .the 
pullets restricted in nutrient intake to the 24th week of age pro-
duced significantly more eggs during the first. and third years of 
production. 
The effect of the restriction of nutrient intake on egg size 
was evidenced only by larger initial eigs for pullets th~t were 
restricted until they were 24 weeks of age. 1',uller and Dunahoo 
(1962) also observed that the length of time of the restriction 
period did not affect egg size on any given calendar date after the 
first few weeks of production, nor the amount of feed required for 
pullets to reach sexual maturity. Birds that were restricted for 
periods of 12 or 18 weeks during the growing period required less 
feed per dozen eggs produced during the laying period. 
Macintyre and Gardner ( 1964) sub,iected White Leghorn pullets 
to 70 percent of the feed intake level consumed by full-fed con-
trol birds for the following intervals during the growing period: 
none, 5th through 21st week, 5th through 23rd week, 5th through 
25th week, 5th through 27th week, and 5th through 29th week. They 
found that sexual maturity, as measuredby the number of days re-
quir:ed for pullets to reach a 50 percept level of egg producti·on or 
peak production 9 ,vas delayed ,progressively as the duration of the 
restriction period increased. Restricting feed intake µntil pullets 
were 27 or 29 weeks of age appeared to be detrimental to egg prh-
duction, while feed r:estriction periods up to the 25th week of age 
gave a fa~orable effect on egg production. Feed efficiency during 
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the growing and laying periods was higher, but not significantly 
so, for the restricted-fed birds wit~ the exception of those re-
stricted to the 29th week of age as compared to full-fed controls. 
Effects of Feed or Nutrient Restriction 
Other Species 
In a review by McCay (1947), evidence was presented which in-
. . 
dicates that feed restriction during the growing period may increase 
longevity in rats, mice 9 dogs ,and humans. A suggested explanation 
for the increased longevity is that the restricted individuals show 
greater resistance to th·e diseases common at old age, particularly 
those of a cancerous type. Lane and Dickie (1958) found that severe 
obesity resulting from overeating,it! mice, whose genetic constitu-
tions favor overeating 1 greatly shortens their life span. Ingle 
et al. (1937) studied the effects of feed restriction on the 
Clad.ocera (water flea) species. He found that restricted-fed indi-
viduals lived significantly longer than those which were full-fed. 
Reid ( 1960) reported that cows reared pn a li:igh plane of m~t:ri tion 
exhibited a definite tendency to encounter breeding difficulties 
during adulthood and consequently to have a shorter productive 
life than cows reared on a low intake of energy. Silberberg and 
Silberberg (1955) concluded that somewhere between the extremes 
of undernourishment and dietary enrichments lie the regimens that 
I 
ai~ optimal for longevity. 
Not only does restricted feeding appear to increase longevity, 
but it is also reported to increase reproductive efficiency. Self 
et aL ( 1953) studied the effect of full-feeding versus limited-
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fe(~ding from weaning to slaughter on the reproductive performance 
of gilts. He found that full-feeding of gilts after puberty resulted 
in 25 percent fewer embryos than corresponding restricted-fed 
gilts, regardless of the method of prepubertal feeding. Ingle et al. 
(1937) found that groups of water fleas which were restricted in 
feed consumption produced the same number of young, although later 
in life, than did full-fed control groups. 
Reid ( 1960) reported that a reduce,d intake of energy during 
the growing period greatly dela;rs the onset of puberty in cattle~ 
has little effect on the age at puberty in swine~ and hastens the 
breeding season in sheep. In both the pig and sheep, feeding a low 
level of nutrition after conception is conducive to a high rate 
of embryonic survival. 
James and McCay (1944) studied restriction of nutrient intake 
in growing dogs and found that dogs which were retarded in growth 
due to limited feed intake exhibited low heart and breathing rates. 
Ing .. le et al. (1937) found that limited-fed water.fleas exhibited 
' -- ' 
a lower metabolic rate than those receiving uniimited food: He also 
found decreased heart· rates in restricted-fed fleas. These heart 
rates did not. return to normal when the fleas were placed on full 
feed. 
Growing Pullets 
Since 1937 when early claims were made for restricted feeding 
of growing pullets~ several experiments have been condu(!ted to de-
termine the effects of restricting feed or nutrient intake upon 
subsequent laying house performance. Ewing.(1963) macie the following 
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statement: "Considering the amount of research that has been reported 
on restricted feeding of replacement pullets, we ought to have all 
the answers -- but ,this is far from the case. On the surf~ce, con-
sistent results are the exception~ rather than the rule •••••• " De-
spite the inconsistent results, there are some poin-ts of general 
agreement among research workers cnncerning the effects of restrict-
;ing f-eed or nutrient intake to growing pullets. 
Physiological Changes: It appears that restricting the feed 
intake of pullets during t he growing period produces certain physi-
ological effects. Fuller and Dunahoo (1962) reported that rest~icting 
feed intake during the growing period resulted in a lower basal 
metabolic rate as measured by o2 consumption. The lower basal met-
abolic rate appeared to persist for six months after feed restric-
tion was discontinued. Gowe et aL (1960) showed that when feed 
restriction was imposed on growing pullets it caused a decrease 
in the heart rate and . the blood pressure at the end of the restric-
.tion period. These workers also found that feed restriction caused 
pullets to have relatively larger adrenals, pituitaries and gizzards 
(per gram of body weight) . It appears ,that additional research work 
is needed to determine more fully the physiological effects pro-
duced by imposing a restriction of feed or nutrient intake on grow-
ing pullets . 
Body Weight: It is generally a greed amqng research workers 
that body weight or size at hous i ng time is -ecreased Ey restrict-
ing the feed or nutrient intake of pullets during the growing pe-
riod. However , it appears that when restricted-fed birds are placed 
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on full feed, they gain more rapidly than full-fed birds api.i usually 
attain,a body weight equal or:_ nearly equat to full-fed controls. 
after a few mon;ths of ad libitum feeding. Whether or not restricted-
fed birds attain body weight equal to controls appears to depend 
upon the severity of the restriction imposed. 
Schneider et al. (1955) found that restricted feeding was 
-,- -. ' 
effective in retarding growth throughout the period of restriction. 
However, after four weeks of full feeding, pullets reared on a re-
stricted feeding program had body weights equal to full-fed birds .... ' 
Watts (1955) observed that pullets reared on limited feeding systems 
weighed ap-proximately one-half pound less than did pullets whicli 
were full-fed u·ntil they were placed in the laying house. There 
was no significant difference in the body weight of the two groups 
after they were full-fed for three months. Isaacks et al. (1960) 
reported that restricted feeding retarded growth during the rearing 
period, but had no effect on body weight at 57 weeks of age. In 
contfast, Macintyre and Gardner (1964) used a feeding method which 
seyerely restricted feed intake 9 and found that the decrease in 
body.size caused by restricting feed intake to g:tpwing pullets 
carried through to the final b_ody weight· at the end of 11 months 
of egg production. At the Texas Experiment Station, Deaton and 
Quisenberry (1963) obtained data in support of these findingso 
Harms (1962) observed that restricting the nutrient int°ake 
of gr~wing pullets retarded body weight. Nevertheless 9 after 
limited-fed birds were placed on full feed for four weeks, their 
body weight was a~proximately equal to t~at of the full-fed groups. 
}farms ( 1962) also ,noted that an .18-g;ram djffe·rence in body weight 
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at 20 or 21 weeks of age resulted in a one-day difference in the age 
of the pullet when the first egg was laid . 
Sexual Maturity ~ The decrease in body weight or size typical 
of restricted-fed pullets is also closely coupled with delayed 
sexual maturity . The degree to which body size is decre-ased and 
sexual maturity is delayed is usual~y in direct proportion to the 
length and severity of the restriction period. Watts (1955) £ound 
that limiting feed intake during the gr.owing period resulted in a 
delay of approximately 17 days in the onset of egg production. 
Hill (1962) observed that pullets which were restricted in feed 
intake during ·the growing period reached 50 percent egg produc-
tion 11 to 28 days later than did fti~l-fed birds~ Milby and 
Sherwo6d {1956) (ound that restricted- fed pullets attained sexual 
maturity 10 to 15 days later than did full-fed control birds. That -
time of sexual maturity was delayed approximately two weeks by 
restricting the feea intake of growing pullets was found by Bruckner 
and Hill (1959). Tomhave (1958) observed that restricting feed 
intak e to 75 percent of the feed consumed by full-fed, pullets re-
sulted in a delay of five to seven days in sexual matu:~ity. Hollands 
and Gowe (1961) found that pullets re~red on a limited feeding 
system were delayed approximately two weeks in reaching sexual 
maturity . Macintyre and Gardner (1964) imposed a severe restric-
tion on feed intake and reported that sexual maturity was delayed 
about 30 days , as measured by the age when the first egg was laid. 
Mortality :: Hollands and Gowe (1961) found that the mortality I . 
of limited- fed pullets was hi gher than that of full-fed pullets 
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during the growing period. Mortality was observed, to be-lower with 
the limited-fed pullets throughout both the first arid second egg 
production years. Bruckner and Hill (1959). found that rearing mor-
tality tended to b.e higher and adult mortality to be lower when 
pullets are reared on a restricted level o;f feed intake. Fuller 
and Dunahoo (1962) observed during the period of limited feed!ng 
a higher than normal mortality rate in pullets which were seve~ely 
restricted in. nutrient intake. During the e.arly part of the laying. 
year the highest mor:tality was observed in the full-fe(l and less 
severely restricted g"roups O 
In contrast, Schneider et al. (1~55) found that mortality 
during the growing period was not affected by the feeding system. 
Adult mortality of slow.:.grown pullets, on the otheri hand, was sig-
nificantly iower~;Young et ali. (1961) pointed out the possipility 
that limited-fed pullets might have a higher than average mortality 
rate during the growing period, particu.larly when a mild disease 
outbreak, occurs. Isaacks .et al. (1960) reported that the mo:r-tality 
1ate -of g~owing pulletli! was increased when 1;he fiber level of the 
diet was high:enotigh to re!iuce subst~nti~lly the caloric intake~· 
Milby and ·.Sherwood ( 1956) found that restricting fe~d intake 
of growing pul let;s had n.o effifot on :J_aying house mortality. Inde ... 
I 
pendent findings'of Singsen (1955) 9 Ringrqse (19~8)~ Qui,!i!enberry 
• • ' • ~ J ,. 
(1958) and Hill (1962) are in agreement with the finding~ of Milby 
and Sherwood (1956). To the contrary, Tomhave (1958) bbserved that 
,-
the viability of pullets fu11-.fed during the gr~wing period was 
better during 311 days of egg production tha,n that of puUets fed 
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on a restricted basis. Research workers at .Honegger Farms Co., Inc. 
(Anonymous, 1963) found that full-fed pullets had lower mortality 
rates in the laying house than did pullets reared on a restricted 
feeding program. 
~ Prnduction: The fact that the rate of egg production is 
not increased by restricting the feed or nutrient intake to grow-
ing .replacement pull.ets has been confirmed by a number of research 
. . . 
workers. Watts ( 1955) foun,d that egg production for a nine-month 
period wa s not significantly different for pullets reared on a 
limited feeding system as compared to full-fed control pullets. 
Harms (1962) obserVfd that total egg production over a 336 day 
production period was not affected by the diet the pullets received 
during the growing period. Studies by Bruckner and Hill (1959) did 
not show consistent advantages for any single feeding program. 
They found that differences in the rate of egg ~roduction due to 
rearin~ nutrition were relatively small and highly variable • 
. Young et · al. · (1961) reported that poultrymen had no assur-
ance that total ~gg production of pullets grown on a restricted 
feeding program would be increased. Milby and Sherwood (1956) 
observed tJ:iat restr:f.cting feed i .ntake durin-g the growing period 
apparently had no real effect on ~ubsequent egg ~roductioµ. 
Quisenb~rry (1958) reported that the rate of egg production showed 
. ! 
'j ' 
no significant correlation with the rearing treatment of replace-
ment,pullets . Ringroae (1958) 9 who studied restricted feeding of 
growing pullets ,over a six-year period 9 found that limited feeding 
did not result in a significant difference i'n subsequent egg 
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production. 
Tomhave (1958) observed no difference in egg pfoduction between 
full-fed · and restricted-fed pullets during t~e first year of egg 
production. Berg and Bearse (196'1.) found that rate ;of lay wa.c;; not 
affected by restricting the feed in,take of pullets during the 'grow.: 
ing period,. Hill (1962) reported that the average egg .production 
per bird housed to 667 days of age was 253 for full-fed pullets as 
compared to 232~241 eggs for the restricted-fed birds. No sign.ifi-
cant difference was found by research workers at Honegger Farms, 
Co ., Inc. (Anonymous , 196.3) in yearly hen-day or hen-housed egg 
produ~tion between limited-fed pullets and full-fed controls . There• 
fore, on this basis the full-fed pullets produced the most eggs . 
Contrary to the results found by the above workers , restri-cted-
fed birds laid more eggs in the first production year than did full-
fed controls in the experimental work of Hollands and Gowe (1961 ) . 
Gardn.er and Mac In tyre ( 1962) reported two experiments dealing with · 
the restriction of feed intake for growing pullets. In the first 
experiment, t~~y found a · significant increase in eg~ production due 
) 
to restricted feeding, while in the second experiment restricted 
feeding had no effect on egg production. Likewise, Isaacks ~.! al. 
(1960) found that restriction of nutrient intake had no effect on 
egg production in the one experiment, but found egg production in 
another experiment to be considerably higher fof ·~estricted~fed 
groups of pullets . 
Schneider et al. ( 1955) did not find a significant difference 
due to growing treatments in the totai number of eggs laid. However , 
~1 
they observed a significant shift in the egg production pattern 
.caused by growing treatments. Full-fed,groups of pullets laid at 
a higher rate early in the laying period 9 while limited-fed pullets 
laid at a higher rate later in the production year. Macintyre and 
' ' 
Gardner (1964) found that the hen-day rate of egg production was 
significantly higher for full-fed pullets when measured from the 
date of sexual maturity~ but was lower when measured on the basis 
of an equal p~.riod of laying time from the onset of sexual maturi-
ty of the retarded pullets. 
Harms ( 1962) reported two experfo1ents in which he observed 
that pullets -reared on conventional high energy d,iets laid more 
eggs during the first two months in the. l,aying house than did pullets 
grown on restricti_ve type diets. However, by the third month, the 
restricted-fed pullets had begun to lay at a rate equa;J to pullets 
grown on a full-feeding program. During the 4th to the 9th months 
of production, pullets which were grown on a restrictive type of 
grower ration laid at a slightly higher rate than did pullets'grown 
on a full-·feeq.ing programo The egg production of the two groups 
equalized during the last three months of the p~oduction year. The 
difference in total egg production between the two groups for a 
336-day laying period was not significanto However i the t,rend was 
for pullets which laid at an earlier age to lay at a slightly higher 
rate £or the entire period. Walter and Aitken (1961) also observed 
a change in the egg production pattern of re,stricted-fed pullets. 
They found that slow-maturing~ limited-fed pullets came into produc-
' . 
tion later, but subsequen,tly laid at · a higher rat.e than did full-fed 
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controls. 
~ ~: Young et!.!.• (1961) reported that the most consis-
tent improvement from restricted feeding of growJng pullets is ·the 
increase in the number of medium and l~rge size eggs l~id during 
: / 
. ·., -
the production year-. Watts (1955) found tha~ the initial egg size 
of pullets reared on a restricted feeding program was one ounce 
.·.·. . 
larger per dozen_ than was the egg size produced by full...,feq. control 
: ' . 
pullets. Howeverj no difference existed in egg size at 'any given 
age after the start of production. Sunde et al. (1954) observed that 
- -.-
pullets which were d,i3layed in sexual maturi.ty by restriction of feed 
~> '" 
intake laid large;r eggs initially. However, ~s the productio,n year 
progressed, the egg weights of the. two groups tended gradually to 
converge. 
Schneider ,!!, al. ( 1955) found a significant difference in the 
number of hatc~ing eggs produced by restricted-fed: pullets as com-
pared to full-fed control pullets. This cou~d be partially accounted 
for by the fact that more egg~ were laid late in the production year, 
after egg size had increased. 
Fuller and Dun.~hoo (1962) found that restricting the feed intake 
of growing pulUets resulted in larger initial eggs only if the pul-
lets were restricted to 24 weeks of age. There was no significant 
difference in egg size on aQy given calendar date after the first 
few weeks of production. Res.earch workers at Honegger Farms, Co.~ 
''Inc. (Anonymous, 1963) found that restricted-fed pullets laid slight-
ly larger eggs than did full-fed control pullets; however, the dif-
ference in egg size was not large enough to be significant. 
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In contrast to the above workers, Bruckner and Hill (1959) ob-
served that when egg size was measured at the same chronological 
age, it was not affected by the previous rearing treatment. Harms 
(1962) reported that the kind of growing ration did not significant-
ly affect egg weight at any given age. Ringrose (1958) found that 
restricting the feed or nutrient intake of growing pullets produced 
no significant effect on egg weight on any calendar date when com-
pared to full-fed control pullets. Quisenberry (1958) observed no 
indication that caloric restriction imposed on pullets during the 
growihg period had any effect on egg size during the first three 
months of egg production. Milby and Sherwood (1956) reported that 
egg weight on any calendar date was not affl;!cted by restricting the 
feed or nutrient intake of growing pullets. 
Hollands and Gowe (1961) reported t•o experiments which per-
tained to the restriction of feed intake. In one experiment yearly 
egg size of pullets reared on restricted diets was smaller than 
that of pullets reared on full-fed diets. In the second experiment 
no difference in egg size occurred due to the rearing treatment. 
Data presented by Isaacks et al. (1960) indicate that the effects 
of rest~iction upon egg size may be influenced by the season of 
hatch. 
Feed Efficienc:y: It was reported by Ringrose (1958) that the 
primary advantage of a restricted feeding program lies in the feed 
saved and the economy which results in the cost of growing pullets. 
Hollands and Gowe (1961) fo~nd no difference in feed consumption 
following the restriction period between limited and full-fed 
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pullets. Berg and Bea.rse ( 1961) noted :th fit the restriction of feed 
intake during the growing period did not increase feed consumption 
during the laying year. 
The research work conducted by Honegger Farms Co., I;nc. 
(Anonymousi 1963) demonstrated that restricted-fed pullets could 
be raised. to 21 weeks of age on 3.38 fewer pounds of feed than were 
required by full-fed controls. H.owever, the first three months these 
restricted-fed pullets ~ere on full fe~d in the laying house, they 
consumed L3 pounds more feed per bird than did pullets raised on 
a full-feeding program. After the first three months in the laying 
house, feed consumption was approximately the same for the two groups, 
These research workers concluded that restricting feed during the 
growing period was economically sound for a started pullet grower~ 
but economically unsound for a started pullet buyer. 
Young et al. (1961) reported that restricted-fed birds over-
consumed the laying ration during the first few weeks after they 
were transferred from the rearing pro.gram, consequently almost Can-
celing any saving in feed which may have occurred during the period 
of restriction. Milby and Sherwood (1956) concluded that restricting 
the feed int'ake of growing puJ lets did not result in any saving in 
feed cost up to the time the first egg was laid, because of the fact 
that the limited-fed birds required a longer feeding period to 
reach sexual maturity. Fuller and Dunahoo (1962) found no statistical 
difference in the amount of feed consumed by pullets to reach sexual 
maturity whether they wer:e reared on a restricted or ad libi tum fe~d-
ing prqgram" McSpadde-11 (t956) reported 1;hat the total feed consumption 
of restricted and full-fed pullets was not greatly affected when 
the feed consumed during the growing period plus one year of egg 
production was considered. 
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Macintyre and Gardner (1964) found that feed efficiency over 
both the growing and laying periods was better for pullets restrict-
ed in feed intake up to the 25th week of !lge. However~ the differ-
ence was not significant. In contrast 9 Harms (1962) noted that 
pullets grown on a restricted feeding program required a larger 
amount of feed to produce a dozen eggs than pullets reared on a full-
feeding program. The reasons for this are the low rate of egg pro-
duction during the first two months in th~ laying house and,the 
unusually high consumption of feed by the restricted-fed pullets. 
It appeared that the pullets reared on a,~estricted feeding regimen 
formed the habit of over-consuming:,}eed when. first placed on ad 
1 ibi tum feeding. '.rhis may have been an attempt to gain their normal 
body weight~ but they failed to readjust after reaching the body 
weight of the controls. 
Economic Returns~ w·hether there are any economic advantages 
to be gained from raising pullets on a restricted feeding program 
appears to be uncertain. Gowe et al. (1960) reported that the eco-
nomic returns of a limited feeding program were substantially larger 
than those of full-fed control birds. This is not in agreement with 
research workers at Honegger Farms Co. ~ Inc o (Anonymous~ 1963) ~ how-
ever, who found that pullets reared on ad libitum feeding of a high 
efficiency ration returned $1.50 income on a per pullet housed basis 
compared to $L 46 f9r pullets reared on a restricted feeding program. 
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Conclusions~ Bruckner and Hill (1959) made the following state-
ment: "The effects of rearing treatment on adult productivity are 
part of a complex set of interrelationships involving st~ain charac-
teristics," environment, disease and nutrition. It would seem unlikely 
that one rearing system would be best for all or even most conditions. 
In fact, the adaptability of the chicken to the wide range of rear-
ing treatments we have studied seems more remarkable than the di.f-
ferences we have observed between them. 11 
Creek (1958) concluded that in the rearing of Leghorn-type pul-
lets, restriction of feed intake has little or no value. Young et al. 
(1961) concluded that either limited feeding of a complete grower 
ration or the restricting of energy .alone to developing pullets might 
be more detrimental than if a standard feeding practiqe were used. 
Research workers at Honegger Farms Co., Inc. (Anonymous, 1963) con-
cluded that they could not recommend. restricted feeding during the 
growing period when birds are llimited to 70 percent of the amount 
of a complete high-efficiency ration which they normally would eat. 
In contrast to these conclusioqs, Cl.ark et~!· (1962) reported 
that it might be advisable to use a restricted feeding program for 
growing replacement pullets if the factor of prime importance is 
to obtain a maximum number of large .eggs. Ringrose ( 1958) concluded 
that a restricted feeding program for growin_g pullets could be rec-
ommended to those who wish to use this rearing method. This recom-
inendation was made on the basis of economy in the cost of growing 
pullets. 
P:tesent Ot!1;look: Any study of the nutrient requ:j..reroents of 
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poultry or .livestock should involve total foqd intake and the factors 
which cont.rel food intake. The individual physiological mechanisms 
through which food intake is regulated and controlled have been de-
lineated by research workers in the field of physiology. A compre-
hensive review paper in which this research is summarized was written 
by Anand (1961). 
The basic findings from research of this type have not been 
El,pplied, either singly or in combination, to any great extent in 
.r 
studying the nutrient requirements of growing pullets. Such an ap-
plication has been made by Gleaves et al. ( 1963a) and Gleaves ( 1~'65) 
in studies with laying hens using dietary protein, dietary energy, 
dietary volume and dietary weight as the experimental variables. 
It is logical to conclude that a similar approach to the 
prob.le~ of determining the nutritive requirem~nts of growing pul-
; 
lets could be made using the same techniques. It is the opinion of 
the author that this is the most promising research alternative now 
available, in view of the current situation as it is summarized in 
this literature review. For this reason, the basic experimental 
design and the experimental techniques applied so effectively by 
Gleaves et al. ( 1963a) have been utilized in the experiment report-
ed in this thesis. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD$ AND PROCEDURES 
Housing and Equipment 
The study which is reported in this thes'is was conducted.in 
' 
the Battery Laboratory lo,eated.~n th-e Oklaho~a.State University. 
Poµl try -Farm. The: Battery Laboratory is a wood frame., one-story 
building· that contai'ns a starting room, a service room and a fin-
ishing room. Each room is equipped with aluminum awning-type, glass. 
wirtdows,and roof-top ventilators fitted with motor~driven fans. The 
dimensions of the starting room are 24 by 24 feet (576 square feet 
of floor space). It is equipped with thermostatically controll~d 
natural gas heaters and eight battery brooders. Each battery brood-
er has five de.cks, each of which contains a ·heating unit, feed and 
water troughs 'and a ~ire mesh bottom. 
The dime.nsions of the finishing. room: are 24 by 58 feet ( 1392 
square feet of floor space). The fi,1;1;ishing room is equipped with 
manually operated n~tural ~as heater.sand 240 individual, suspended~ 
wire la.ying cages. E,ach cage is 10 inches wide and 18 inches from 
front to back and furnished,- with an automatic driqking ctip 9 a feeder 
and a feed storage container. During the daylight·~?ur-s,.the house 
is lighted naturally. The house i% eqq~pped with incandescent lights 
... ·· .. 
which can be'used when additional- light is needed. These incandescent 
lights :j,n the finishing room are controlled by an automatic time 
'· 
clock. 
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Experimental Design 
The experiment herein reported consisted o.f three phases, each 
having a completely randomized design. The first phase of the experi-
ment was initiated when the chicks were day-old and lasted until the 
,chicks, were eight weeks of age. The treatments imposed during this 
period of time consisted of two levels of dietary protein (see Ta~le 
I). Dietary energy, dietary volume and dietary weight levels were 
the same in each of the two treatments in phase 1, although, as will 
be noted 9 changes in dietary protein, dietary energy, dietary volume 
and dietary weight were·made at the end Qf the first two periods. 
Each period had a duration of 14 days. The dietary nutrient levels 
were changed every 28 days in order to meet the changing requfrements 
of th~ growing pullets. The dietary volume maintained during periods 
1 and 2 was increased during periods 3 and 4 in order.to condition 
the pullets to the extreme dietary volume l~vels which were to be 
imposed by certain treatments during phase 2 of ·the experiment. 
During the first six weeks of the experiment, each treatment 
consisted of .. 15 battery decks in the electric battery brooders. The~e 
were 10 chick;s in each deck. 1'hus, each treatment level wa,s applied 
to 150 . ·chicks • ':: •,, 
At th~ beginning of the seventh week (pefiod 4) 117 pullets 
from eachtreatment were randomly selected and moved into in~ivid-
ual wire laying cages. Thus, during period 4 each tr;e~tment consisted 
I •. 
of 117 pullets, each, pullet being an experimental unit. 
The second phase of the experiment was impos.ed dur1ing the grow-
ing period between the ninth week (period 5) and the 20th weeK 
TABLE I 
SELEC'r.Ji:;D DAILY DIETARY LEVELS USED IN THE FORMULATION OF ALL RATIONS 
·. / __ .. 
Perj..od 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8 9,10 11-20 
Nvtrient Level Week 1-4 5-:8 ~-12 13-16 17-20 21-40 
Phase 1 1 2 2 2 3 
----;-,'· 
D{etari rirotein 
--- - ~ ..,.. •••• -- -- - •• b'". - .~-
·- ~ --- - - - --·-----·--·- ------- ....... - - --~- -· . grams' · 1 4.03 9.30 10.36 10.62 10.93 17.50 
2 4.'98 11._62 13 .32 , 13.89 14058 _., 
Di.etar;y: energ;r 
CalQries of· 1 13-0·~ 40 143'. 96 160:m, 320.00 
metabolizable "2 52.20 121 .sn 163·~·00 179'. 96 200-.66 
energy 3 195.60 215.96 240.79 
Dietar;y volume 
milliliters 1 33.18 - 103'. 60 .114.38 127.54 200.00 
2 122.01 155".40 17L57 191. 31 
3 207.20 228.76 255.08 
·I 
. . . ' 
------------------- ~-------------------------------------- -------------------------. --------
Dietary weight 
gra~ 23.70 58.10 87.70 100. do 110. oo 119.47 
----------------------------------------------------~------------------- .--------------------
Ration numbers 
c<;mtaining 
tb.ese l.eyels 
1,2 3,4 5-22 23-40 40j'"58 59 
-~ 
.0 
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(period 10). The pullets from each treatment le.vel of dietary protein 
were randomly distributed among 9 tl'.eatments which involved- three 
levels of dietary energy and three levels of dietary volume (se~ 
Tables I and II). Each series of experimental rations wi thin each 
of the 18 treatments was fed to 13 pullets in individual cages •. This 
sub-division created a 3x3x2 factorial ar_rangement of treatments. 
After each pullet had been randomlf assigned to a -treatment, all 
pullets were distributed randomly among the cages in the house. 
' The third phase of the experiment started with the twenty-
' . 
first week (period 11) and extended until the pullets had exceeded 
peak egg production at 40 weeks of age (period 20). During this time 
the pullets were all fed the same laying ration. Effects from the 
growing period treatments were measured during this egg production 
period. 
Management 
The .experiment was initiated on September 12, 1963 with 300 
day-old, Heisdorf & Nelson st~ain egg- type pull ets which bad been 
decombed. The day-old chicks were individually wing-banded and vacci-
nated with Newcastle-infectious bronchitis ~accine. They were then 
randomly placed in 30 battery brooder pens in the starting room. All 
pullets were given feed and water ad libitum during the ehtire ex-
periment. At the time the pullets were seven weeks of age, they wete 
moved into the individual laying cages in the finishing room where 
they stayed throughout the remainder of the experiment. 
The pullets were reared on continuous 24 hours of . light per 
~ay for the first six weeks of their life . For the remainder of the 
1 
..... 
Cl) 
> Cl) 
..... 
;2 
::, 
..... 
0 
> 
3 
TABLE II 
FACTORIAL ARR41\lGEMENT OF TR!i:ATMENTS BY RATIONS AND BY PERIODS 
gnergy level 
1 2 3 
Protein level Protein level Protein level 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
Ration Period Ration Perioo Ration Period Ration Period Ration Period R!l4tion Period 
number fed number fed number fed number fed number fed number fed 
2 1, 2 1 1,2 2 1,2 1 1,2 2 1,2 1 1,2 
4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 
22 5,6 13 5,6 19 5,6 10 5,6 16 5,6 7 5,6 
40 7,8 31 7,8 37 7,8 28 7,8 34 7,8 25 7,8 
58 9, 10 49 9,10 55 9, 10 46 9, 10 52 9,10 43 9, 10 
Treatment 18 Treatment 9 Treatment 15 Treatment 6 Treatment 12 Treatment 3 
Ration Period Ration Period Ration Period nation Period Ration Period Ration Period 
number fed number fed number fed number fed number fed number fed 
2 1,2 1 1,2 2 1,2 1 1,2 2 1,2 1 1,2 
4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 
21 5,6 12 5,6 18 5,6 9 5,6 15 5,6 6 5,6 
39 7,8 30 7,8 36 7,8 27 7,8 33 7,8 24 7,8 
57 9,10 48 9,10 54 9,10 45 9,10 51 9,10 42 9, 10 
Treatment 17 Treatment 8 Treatment 14 Treatment 5 Treatment 11 Treatment 2 
Ration Periorl Ration Period Ration Period Ration Period Ration Period Ration Period 
number fed number fed number fed number fed number f,ed number fed 
2 1,2 1 1,2 2 1,2 1 1,2 2 ·1.2 1 1,2 
4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 4 3,4 3 3,4 
20 ci,6 11 5,6 17 5,6 8 5,6 14 5,6 5 5,6 
38 7,8 29 7,8 35 7,8 26 7,8 32 7,8 23 7,8 
56 9 , 10 47 9, 10 53 9,10 44 9,10 50 9, 10 41 9, ~o._ 
Treatment 16 Treatment 7 Treatment 13 Treatment 4 Treatment 10 Treatment 1 
c.i 
[\J 
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experiment the pullets were given 14 hours of l.ight and 10 hours of 
continuous darkness during each 24-hour per,iod. 
At 12 weeks of age, all pullets were vaccinated against chicken 
pox by the wing-web method. At 18 weeks of age, all pullets were 
vaccinated with a combination of Newcastle and infectious-bronchitis 
vaccine. 
Rations 
The rations used in .this study were formulated by the daily 
nutrient intake method of Gleaves et al. ( 1963b )o In. order to have 
- -.-
a factorial arrangement of treatments~ various levels of dietary 
protein, dietary energy and dietary volume fo~ each ration were 
selected, along with dietary weight. These selected daily dietary 
levels were used in place of the daily nutrie.nt intake standard for 
pullets, as recommended by Gleaves et al. (1963b). The two dietary 
levels of protein ranged from the upper to the lower practical ex-
tre~i.ties reported by poultry research workers. The dietary levels 
of energy were .selected in a similar way except that an intermediate 
level, equally spaced between. the two extreme levels, was selected. 
Three equally spaced levels of dietary vqlume were also selectedi 
based upon data accumulated in work with .lay:it1;1g hens •.. 'l'he diet1:l-ry 
weight levels used were selected from aictual feed intake figures 
reported by Gleaves et .. ~l. ( 1963b) and Taylor et al. ( 1960). These 
~--.- -- --
selected dietary levels are presented in Table L 
Dietary weight may be defined as~ daily feed consumption 
figure in grams selected as being within the range of possible 
feed consumption at a particular time during the growing or egg 
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pr,oduction period. Dietary protein is the ,number of grams of protein 
in the dietary weight selected. Dietary energy is the number of .. 
Calories of metabolizable energy in the dietary weight selected, 
Dietary volume•is the number of milliliters occupied by the die.,. 
tary weight selected. 
Tl;te total di~tary volume of each experimental ration was cal-
culated.by summing the number of millil,iters of volume contributed 
by each ingredient. Thedietary volume figures of the feed ingredi-
ents used in this experiment were taken from Gleaves et al. (1963b) 
I - ~. 
and Tarpey et alt.· ( 1965) and are presented in Table III • 
. . --
Polyethylene fluff was used to vary the dietary volume of the 
ration, fed during the ~econd phase of the experi~ent. Washed blow 
sand was used to hold dietary weight in each concurrently fed ra-
I j i 
t.ion con,stant durftig phases' 1 and 2 of the experiment. 
The protein basal and the two energy basals used in the for-
mu.lations of the experiment,al rations are shown in Tables IV~ VI 
I 
and' VIL The amino acid profile of the protein basal is shown in 
Table V. 
The ~omlpositions of the. rations as formulated are shown in 
Table VIII.. Dietary ~utrient levels in the r'ations were changeµ 
every four weeks during the startin.g and growing period (20 weeks) 
in order to meet the changing re.quirements of the growing:1,pullet.s 1• 
In Table IX~ the composition of vitamiri~mineral concentrate 
. . I 
VMC-60 is given~ The composition of the vitamin c;oncentrate VC-60A 
which ~as adped to rations 1 and 2 is listed in Table X. Dicalcitim 
i 
phosphate and calcium carbonate were added to all experimental ra-
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TABLE III 
VOLUME OF FE.ED I,NG,REIHENTS 1 
Feed ingredient 
Mil~iliters occupied 
per gram of ingredient 
Corn, ground 
Milo, grourid 
Oat mill feed 
Dehydrated alfalfa meal (17% protein) 
Fish meal (70% protein) 
Soybean oil meal (50% protein) 
Blood meal (84% protein) 
Gelatin (95% protein) 
Dried whey (12% protein) 
Dried condensed fermented corn extractives 
(28% protein) 
dl-Methionine 
Tallow 
Starch 
Polyethylene fluff 
Sand 
Dicalcium phosphate 
Calcium carbonatte 
Si:tl t 
VMC-60 
VC-60A 
1.508 
1.462 
2.331 
1.872 
1. 7, 10 
1.439 
1. 954 
1.440 
1.391 
1.800 
2.331 
't.087 
1.340 
4.510 
0.763 
o.536 
o.~03, 
0.763 
1.432 
1.432 
1 These volume figures were calculated on a dry basis. 
tions to- meet the calcium and phosphorus standards published by 
Gleaves · et al. (1963b). 
Salt and VMC-60 were added to rations 5 through 58 (phase 2) 
on a graded level in proportion to the energy level .of the individ-
ual ration. Recommended levels of salt and VMC-60 were added. to 
all rations containing energy level 2. The recommended amounts of 
these two ingredients were increased 20 percent in all ratitms 
containing energy level 3 9 while the recommended level of these 
two ingredients was decreased 20 percent in all rations containing 
TABLE IV 
COMPOSITION OF PROTEIN BASAL1 
Ingredient 
Yellow corn 
Milo 
Oat mill feed 
Dehydr1\:ted alfalfa meal ( :p%; protefn) 
Fish meal. (70% protein) 
Soybean o:U meal. (50% protein) 
Blood meal (84% protein:) 
Gelatin (95% protein).·· 
Dried whey (12% protein) 
Dried coi'ldensed· fermented corn 
extracti ves t2ao,;t protein) 
dl-Methionine 
Total 
GrallljJ 
5-.00 
5.00' 
4.77, 
2.00 · 
7.50 
15.00 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.50, 
0.23 
. 50.00 
1 
.U_sed in all rations fed during this experiment. 
TABLE V 
AMINO ACID·PROF-ILE OF THE PROTEIN BASAL I[, . 
i\.mino abid 
Arginine 
Histidine 
Lysine 
Tyrosine 
Tryptophan 
Phenylalanine 
Cystine 
Methionine 
Serine 
Gram- of, amino 
acid per gram 
of protein 
.064 
.029 
.067 
.028 
.010 
.046 
.013 
.028 
.051 
Amino acid· 
Threonine 
:teucine 
lsoleucine 
Valine 
Glutamic Acid 
Aspai;-tic Ac'id 
Glycine 
Alanine 
Proline 
' 
Total 
Gram.of 'amino 
acid per gram 
of protein 
.039 
.090 
.040 
.,065 
.142 
.096 
,.065 
.063 
.064 
1.000 
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Ingredient 
Tallow 
Starch 
Total 
TABLE VI 
COMPOSITION OF ENEftGY BASAL NUMBER 1 1 
Grams 
5.0 
5.0 
10.0 
; . 
1This basal was used in r.ations 1-58 inclusive. 
TABLE VII 
COMPOSITION OF ENERGY BASAL NUMBER 2 1 
Ingredient Grams 
Corn 19.0 
Milo 29.0 
Oat mill feed 34.0 
Tallow 5.0 
Total 87.0 
- 1This basal was used in ration 59 only. 
energy level L This was done because research at the Oklahoma 
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Station indicated that the vitamin and mineral content of· a ration 
has little or no effect on feed con~umption while energy has a pro-
nounced effect. Adding salt and VMC-60 at these graded levels makes 
possible a more uniform intake of salt 1 vitamins and trace minerals. 
The factorial arrangement. of treatments. w~ th individual ra-
tion numbers making up each treatment are shown in Table II. These 
rations were formulated to contain the dietary levels which are 
··. 
shown i~ Table I. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPOSITION OF RATIONS ( IN GRAMS) 
Ration Protein Energy Polyet~y- Di cal- Calcium VMC- VC- Period 
number basal basal lene Sand cium carb-on- Salt 60 60A Total fed 
fluff -phos- ate 
Ehate 
1 12002 3o67 0.95 5.01 L09 0 .• 66 0.12 0.12 0.06 23.7 1~2 
2 9.73 4o80 1.36 5. 70 1.15 o'. 66 0.12 0.12 Oo06 23o7 1,2 
3 28.05 9o70 13.11 1.79 3 .• 07 1..80 0.29 0.29 = 58.1 3,4 
4 22045 12.45 14.11 3.50 3.o21. 1 .• 80 0.29 0.29 
-
58.1 3,4 
5 32. 16 20.08 27.52 0.79 3.86 2.23 0.53 0.53 
-
87.7 5,6 
6 32.16 20.08 1.4. 11 · 14.20 3.086 2 .• 23 0.53 0.53 
-
87.7 5,6 
7 32. 16 20.08 0.70 27 .• 61 3 .• 86 2 .• 23 Oo53 0.53 = 87.7 5,6 
8 32.16 14011 28.23 6.23 3.86 2. 23 0.44 0.44 = 87.7 5,.6 
9 32016 14011 14.82 19.64 3.86 2.23 0.44 0~44 
-
87.7 5,6 
10 32. 16 14.11 1.41 33.05 3.86 2 .• 23 0.44 0.44. 
-
87.7 5,6 
11 32.16 8.13 28.95 11.67 3.86 2.23 0.35 0.35 
-
87.7 5,6 
12 32016 8.13 15.54 25.08 3.86 · 2. 23 0.35 0.35 
-
87.7 5, 6, 
13 32. 16 8.13 2. 13 38.49 3.86 2 •. 23 0.35 0.35 
-
87.7 5,6 
14 25.01 23.59 28.79 2.99 4.03 2.23 0.53 0.53 
-
87.7 5,6 
' 15 25~01 23059 15.38 16.40 4.03 2.2;; 0.53 0.53 
-
87.7 5,6 
16 25001 23.59 1.97 29081 4.03 2. 23 0.53 0.53 
-
87.7 5,6 
t7 25.01 17.61 29.51 8.43 4.03 2.23 0.44 0.44 87.7 5,6 <:,.} - (X) 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
Ration Protein Energy Polyethy- Di cal- Calcil,ll'n VMC-;- VC- Period· 
number basal basal lene Sand cium· earbol)- Salt 60 60A.. Total fed 
fluff phos- ate· 
phate 
··, 
18 25.o01 17.61 16 .• 10 21.84 4 .• 03 2 .• 2.3 0.4.4 0.44 
-
87.7 5,6 
19 25 .• 01 17 .• 61 1 .• 79 36 .• 15 4 .• 03 2 .• 23 0 .• 44 0.44 
-
87.7 5,6 
20 25 .• 01 11 .• 64 30 . .-23 13 .• 86 4 .• 03 2 .• 23 0 .• 35 0.35 
-
87.7 5,6 
21 25 .• 01 11 .• 64 . 16 .• 82 27 .• 27 4 .• 03 2 .• 23 0.35 o. 35- ~ 87.7 5,6 
22 25 .• 0.1 1J .• 64 . 3 .• 41 40 .• 68 4 .• 03 2 .• 23 0 .• 3_5 0 .• 35 
-
87.7 5,6 
23 3.3 .• 53 2.3 .• 14 30 .•. 15 . 5 .• 01 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 0 .• 60, .0 .• 60 
-
100.0 7,8 
24 33 .• 53 23 .• 14 15 .• 34 19 .•. ~2 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 -0 .• 60 0 .• 60 = 100.0 7,8 ,-- .. 
25 33 .• 53 23 .• 14 . 0 .• 49 34 .• 67 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 p .. '60 0 .• 60 
- 100.0 7,8 
.. 
26 .3-3 .• 53 16.54 30 .. 94 11 .•. 02 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 0 .•. 50 0 .• 50 ~ 100.0 7,8 
27 .3.3 .• 53 .16 .• 54 16 .• 14 25 .• 82 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 0 .• 50 0 .• 50 
-
100.0 7,8 
28 33 .• 5.3 16 .• 54 1.33 40 .• 63 4 .• 44 2 .• 53 0 .• 50 o. 5.0 
-
100.0 7,8 
29 33 .• 53 9.94 31..74 17 .• 02 4 .• 44 2 .• 5.3 0.40 0.40 
- 100.0 7,8 - . 
30 3.3 .• 53 9 .• 94 160 93 31 .• 63 4 .• 44 2 . .-~3 0.40 0.40 
- 100.0 7,8 
31 33 .• 53 9.94 2 .• 13 46 .• 63 4 .• 44 2:~53 0 .• 40 0.40 
- 100.0 7,8 
3_.2 25.o64 27 .• 0·1 31.. 56 7 .•. 43 4 .• 6.3 2. 53 0 .•. 60 0.60 
- 100.0 7,8 
33 25 .• tl4 27 .• 01. 16 .• 75 .22 .• 24 4 .• &3 2 .• 53 0 .• 60 0.60 
-
100.0 7,8 
34 25.~64 27 .• 01 1 .• 95 3.7 .• 04 4 .• 6_3 2 .• 53 0 .• 60. 0 .• 60 
- 100.0 7,8 
35 25 .• 64-. 20.41 3-2;3·5 13. 44' 4. 63 2.53 0.50 0.50 vi 
- 100.0' 7,8 co 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
I<ation- Protein Eqergy Pol ye thy- D:icaf- Calcium VMC- VC- Period 
'· 
number basal basal lene Sand cium carbon- Salt 60 60A Total fed 
fluff phos- ate 
phate 
36 25 .• 64 20.41 17.55 28 .• 24 4 .• 63 2.53 0 .• 50 0.50 
-
100.0 718 
37 25 .• 64 20.41 2.74 4.3.05 4.63 2.53 0.50 0.50 
-
100.0 7,8 
38 25.64 13 .81 33. 14 19.45 4. 63 2.53 O.AO 0.40 
-
100.0 7,8 
39 25.64 13 .81- 18.34 34.25 4. 63 2 .• 53 0.40 0.40 
-
100.0 7,8 
40 25.64 13 .81 3.53 49.06 4.63 2.53 0.4:0 0.40 
-
100.0 7,8 
41 35.20 26.87 34. 28 4.62 4.93 2.78 0.66 0.66 
-
110.0 9,10 
42 35. 20 26 .• 87 17 .• 78 21.12 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 0 .• 66 0.66 
-
110.0 9,10 
43 35 .• 20 26 .• 87 1 .• 27 37 .•. 63 4 .• 93 2. 78 0 .• 66 0.66 
-
110.0 9, 10 
~-
44 35 .• 20 19 .• 52. 35 •. 17 11.30 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 o .. 55 o .• 55 
-
110.0 9,io 
45 35 .• 20 19 .• 52 18 .• 66 27 .•. 81 4 .• 9;3 2 .• 78 0 .• 55 0 .• 55 
-
110.0 9,10 
46 35 .. 20 19 .• 52 2 .• 15 44 .•. 32 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 0 .• 55 0 .• 55 .,.. 110.0 9,10 
,-
47 35.20 12 .• 16 36.05 18 .• 00 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 0 .• 44 0.44 
- 110.0 9,10 
48 35,20 12~16 1.9 0 55 34 .• 50 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 0 .• 44 0.44 
-
110.0 9,10 
49 35 .• 20 12.16 ~L04 · 51.01 4 .• 93 2 .• 78 0 .• 44 0.44 
-
110.0 9,10 
50 26.39 31.20 35.86 7 .• 30 5 .• 14 2 .• 79 0 .• 66 0 .• 66 
-
110.0 9, 10 
51 26 .• 59 31.20 19 .• 35 23 .•. 81 5 .• 14 2 .• 79 0 .• 66 0 .• 66 
- 110.0 9, 10 
52 26 .• 39 31.20 2.84 40.32 5 .• 14 2.79 0 .• 66 0.66 
- 110.0 9, 10 
53 26.39 23.84 36.74 14.00 5.14 2.79 0.55 0.55 
-
110.0 9? 10 ~ 0 
Ration Protein Energy Polyethy-
number basal basal lene 
fluff 
54 26.39 23.84 20023 
55 26.39 23 .. 84 3. 73 
56 26 .• 39 16.48 37063 
57 26,o39. 16.48 2L12 
58 26039 16048 4.61 
59 27083 82.34 
--
TABLE VIII (continued) 
- n1ca1- Calcium 
Sand cium carbon- Salt 
phos- ate 
:ehate 
30.51 5o14 2 .. 79 0.55 
47 .• 01 5 .• 14 2 .• 79 0.55 
20.69 5 .• 14 2_;79 0.44 
37 .• 20 5.14 2 .• 79 0.44 
53.71 5 .• 14 2.79 0~44 
-- 4.39 3. 72 0.60 
VMC- VC-
60 60A 
0.55 
-
0.55 
-
0.44 
-
0.44 
-
0.44 
-
0.60 
-
Total 
110.0 
110.0 
11000 
110.0 
11000 
11905 
Period 
fed 
9, 10 
9,10 
9, 10 
9,10 
9, 10 
11-20 
*" I-' 
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TABLE IX 
VITAMIN-MINER.i\L CONCENTRATE VMC-60 
Vitamins Units contained 
and Units in 10 lbs. of· 
ntinerals concentrate 
Vitamin A U .81• P. 16,000,000 
Vitamin D::, I. C .• U. 2,400,000 
Vitamin E I.U. 1~,000 
Vitamin ~ Mg .• 6,000 
Vitamin B12 Mg. 16 
Riboflavin Mg. 8,000 
Niacin Mg. 64,000 
Pan~pthenie Acid Mg. 16,000 
Chol'ine Chloride Mg. 1,000,000 
Manganese· Mg. 55,400 
Iodine Mg. 1,720 
Cobalt Mg. 1,180 
·Iron 'Mg •. 43,600 
Copper Mg_. ·3,300 
Zinc Mg. 45,400 
TABLE X 
VIT~MIN CONCENTRATE VC-60A 
Vitamins 
Pyridoxine 
Biotin 
'.fhiamin 
Folic acid 
Inositoi 
Para amino benzoic 
acid 
Ascorbic acid 
Units 
Mg. 
Mg. 
Mg. 
Mg. 
Mg. 
Mg. 
Mg. 
· Units co~ta:Jined 
in 5 lb. of · 
concentrate 
16,000 
600 
24,000 
4,000 
100,000 
8,000 
20,000 
Adds per lb. of 
finli.shed ration, 
when added at the 
0.6-~ercentile~el 
·-'-
8,000 
i,20Q 
6 
3· 
0.008 
4 
32 
8 
,500'· 
27'.7 
0.86 
o·.59 
21i.s 
1,',65 
22.7 
Adds per lb. of 
finished r~tion 
whe:Q. addedr at the 
0.25 pe:t1cerit 
level 
8 
· 0.3 
12 
2 
50. 
4 
10 
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Data and Statistical Analysis 
Individual feed consumption and body weight data were recorded 
at tw~week intervals during the entire experiment. Egg productioni 
egg weight, and mortality were recorded daily. From these data, 
the following values were computed for each period: daily int-ake 
of protein, energ,;y, feed volume 9 and feed weight; body weight gain; 
egg; numbers; and egg weights. 
Analyses, as they were applicable, were made for each period 
and overall for each phase on the following responses: feed weight 
consumption, feed volume consumption, energy consumption, protein 
consumption, body weight gain, egg production and egg size. Since 
the pullets were moved at the beginning of period 4, it was con-
sidered to be an adjustment period, and these data were not includ-
ed in the overall analyses of phase 1. Because egg production 
started during period 10 these data were not included in the over-
all analyses of phase 2. 
The analyses for the first to the third periods were based 
on weighted pen averages. The analyses for the other periods were 
based on individual bird data. Missing data values for periods 
four through twenty were suppl!ied by ~sing treatment averages. 
All analyses of variance were calculated using the method 
outlined by Snedecor (1956). Because of the large amount of data 
collected from this experiment 9 electronic computing equipment 
was used. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Phase 1 
A three percent death loss occurred during phase 1 pf the 
experiment. The breakdown of this death los~ revealed that a five 
percent mortality occurred on protein level 1 compared to one per-
cent on protein level 2. To determine if there were real differ-
ences in mortality due to treatment, an analysis of variance was 
performed on the mortality data recorded for periods 1 through 3. 
No statistically significant difference in mortality was found 
due to treatment. 
Mortality was low during period 4 with the loss of only two 
pullets, both on protein level 1. Therefore, to make maximum use 
of all data collected, treatment averages were supplied for dead 
birds in all analyses and means computed for period 4. 
Although the mortality differences among treatments were not 
statistically significant, the trend should be noted that pullets 
reared on the low-protein level had a higher death rate than pul-
lets reared on the high-protein leveL Further evidence ~upporting 
this trend may be seen in other phases of the experiment. 
Feed. Weight Consumed 
The means and analyses of variance for each period and over-
all for periods 1 through 3, for average feed weight consumed per 
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TABLE XI 
MEANS AND ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF FEED WEIGHT CONSUMED1 
Ji'OR EA CH PERIOD AND OVERALL 2 , PHASE 1 
M,EA)\JS 
Protein Periods 
1 'l 3 Overall level ""' 1-3 
1 15. 6 31. 9 46.2 31.5 
2 15 . 7 33 . 6 48.2 32.8 
ANALYSES OF .VARI ANCE 
Sol,lrce of 
variation df M. S . M. S . M. S . M.~. df 
Total 29 233 
Protein 1 0.03 20.20* 30.41&: 13 .s7u 1 
Error 28 0.49 3.00 5. 3 1 1.41 232 
' 
4.5 
4 
59. 9 
62.5 
M.S. 
-401. 46 
209.25 
1All · means are expressed in averag e grams p er bird per day . 
2 · 
Overal l based u p on combined data for periods 1 through 3 . 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one p ercent level of probability. 
bird per da y are shown in Table XI . Inspection of the data in this 
table shows that during period 1 th e re was no statistically signif-
:icant difference in feed consumed. However, d ur;in~ peri ods 2 and 
3 t he analyses of variance performed on feed wei gh t consumed show 
a significant difference in feed consumpt ion at the fi ve percent 
level of probaQi lity. Upon examination of the means for p eriods 2 
and 3, it may be seen t hat pullets reared on protein level 2 con-
sumed 1.7 and 2 . 0 more grams of feed , respectively, than pullets 
reared on prot ein level 1 . The overall analysis of v ariance for 
peri ods 1 through 3 shows a significant diffe rence in feed consump-
46 
tion at the one percent level of probability. These significant dif-
ferences in feed consumption for periods 2 and 3, and overall for 
periods 1 through 3, may be explained by the facts that pullets 
reared on protein level 2 gained more weight and devel9ped larger 
bodies. This. would in turn cause them to consume slightly larger 
amounts of feed. 
TABLE XII 
M!~NS AND ANALYSE:S OF VARIA:NCE OF FE]~D VOLUME CONSUMED1 
') 
FOR .J~ACH PE.RI OD Al\D OVERALL ... , PHASE 1 
Protein 1 !level 
1 21.8 
2 21.9 
Source of 
variation df M.S. 
Total 29 
Protein 1 0.08 
Error 28 0.99 
l1E.AN'S 
Periods 
2 3 Overall 
1-3 
44.7 97 0 1 55.0 
47.0 101....3 57.5 
ANALYSJ~S OF' VARIANCE 
M.S, M.S. ·· M.S. df 
I 
233 
38.76:k.. 135. 26 x 46.38:«.k 1 
5.84 23.58 4.56 232 
4 
125.8 
131.3 
M.S. 
1, 772. 93 
923.07 
1All means are expressed in average milliliters per bird 
per day. 
2 Overall based upon combined data for periods 1 through 3. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
"significant at the one percent level of probability. 
The anal-ysis of variance for period 4 feed consumption shows 
no significant difference due to treatment; although, the means 
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for period 4 follow the same trend as the three previous periods. 
As has been mentioned in the experimental methods and procedures, 
du~ing period 4 the pullets in both treatments were adjusting to 
the added stress placed upon them as a result of having beeri moved· 
to individual laying cages. This stress might account in part for 
the lack of significance during this period. The stress effect 
during this period is confounded with the treatment effect. 
TABLE XIII 
MEANS AND ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF ENERGY CONSUMED 1 
FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL2 , PHASE 1 
MEANS 
Protein Periods 
level 1 2 
·3 Overall· 
1-3 
1 34.3 70.3 101.8 69·.5 
J 
2 34.5 73 .7 106.3 72.3 
-- ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
Source of 
variation df M.S. M.S. M.S. M.S. df 
Total 29 233 
Protein 1 0.13 86. 11* 149.64* 61.63il 1 
Error 28 2.25 14.44 25.69 6.47 232 
4 
132.0 
137.7 
M.S. 
1,929.85 
1,017.06 
1All means are expressed in average Calorie~ per bird per day. 
2 Overall based upon combined data for periods 1 through 3. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
l\:i:Significant at the one percent level of probability. 
F~ed V"Olume a~d Energy Consumed 
The means and analyses of variance for each period and overall 
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for periods 1 through 3, for feed volume and energy consumed are 
shown in Table XIJ; and Table XII~, respectively. They .follow the· 
pattern of feed weight consumed as sh9wn in Table XI. This would 
be expected because the dietary leve~ of volume and en.ergy were 
held constant tn both treatments during phase 1 of this experiment 
(see Table I). 
TABLE XIV 
MEANS AND ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF PROTEIN CONSUMED1 
FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL2 , PHASE !1 
MEANS 
Protein Periods 1 2 3 Overall level 1-3 
1 2.7 5.4 7.4 5.2 
4 
9.6 
2 3.3 7.1 9.6 6.7 12.5 
AN_ALYSES OF VARIANCE 
Source of 
variation df M.S. M.S. M.S. M~~. df M~S. 
Total 29 233 
Protein 1 3.06il 19.76il 37.89i:k 17.66tt 1 497.04tt 
Error . 28 0.02 0.12 0.20 (:>.05 · 232 8.05 
1All means are. expres~ed iq. average grams per bird per ~lay. 
2ove:t-a:ll based on combined data for periods 1 through 3. 
**significant at the one perce'llt level of probability. 
Protein ·consumed 
The means and analyses of variance, f~r each period and over-
all for periods 1 through 3, for protein consumed are shown in 
(l'able XIV. These means show that pullets reared on dietary protein 
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level 2 consumed more protein during every period of phase 1 than 
did pullets reared on dietary protein level 1. The analyses of vari-
ance performed on the original data from which these means were 
computed show a significant difference in pro.tein consumption at 
the one percent level of probability for all periods during phase 
1. Differences of this magnitude are expected; first, because of 
the two levels of protein imposed as treatments during this phase 
and; second~ because the ·pullets reared on dietary protein level 
2 had larger body sizes than those pullets reared on dietary pro-
tein level L 
Body Weight Gain 
The means and analyses of variance for body weight gain are 
shown for each period and overall for periods 1 through 3 in 
Table XV. The analyses of variance performe1d for periods 1 and 2 
and overall for periods 1 through 3 show a difference in body 
weight gain sig;nificant at the one percent level of probabili tyo 
The means for periods 1 and 2 and overall for periods 1 through 
3 show that pullets reared on protein level 2 gained 8.0, 19.4, 
and 40.8 more grams, respectively, than did pulJets reared on 
protein level 1. This significant difference might be expected 
as a result of the increased protein intake previously reported 
for birds reared on protein level 2. In contrast, there was no 
significant difference in body weight gain durjng periods 3 or 
4. However, during period 3 the difference due to treatment ap-
proached significance at the five percent level. 1This can be seen 
in Table XV by comparing the protein mean square to the error term. 
TA:aLE XV 
MEANS AND ANALYSES OF VARIANC.E O:F' BODY WEIGHT GAIN 1 
FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL2 , PHASE 1 
MEANS 
Protein Periods 
\evel 1 2 3 Overall 
1-3 
.·, 
1 94.6 154.0 165.2 ·413 .8 
2 102.6 173.4 178.2 454.2 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
Source of 
variation df M.S. M.S. M.S. M.S. df 
Total 29 233 
Protein 1 480.00** 2,822.70** 1,267.50 12,689.63tt 1 
Error 28 24.33 41. 63 305.74 464.99 232 
expressed in grams. 
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4 
196.4 
, 191.4 
M.S. 
1,472.52 
1,357.80 
1A11 means are 
2overall based 
**s· ·f· t 1gn1 1ca:µ 
upon combined data for periods 1 through 3. 
at the one ... percent level of probability. 
The trend in the body weight gain established during periods 
1 and 2 continued during period 3. However, during period 4 9 this 
trend was changed as the pullets fed dietary protein level 1 out-
gained pullets fed dietary protein level 2 by five grams. A reason 
for this change in body weight gain trend during period 4 could 
have been the- added stress placed upon the pullets in both treat-
ments when they were moved at the beginning of this period. 
A further study of the data concerning this change in trend 
for body weight gain indiqates that at the selected dietary levels 
used in this experiment (see Table I) 91 protein needs are more 
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critical during the first four weeks of the p~llet's life than dur-
ing the second four weeks. Other apparent critical periods f or pro-
tein intake will be discussed in phases 2 and 3. 
It should also be pointed out that the change , in trend "of h~dy 
weight gain during period 4 may have resulted from the lack of com-
plete randomized selection which occurred when the pul l ets were 
moved and regrouped at the seventh week of age. It was assumed by 
the author that if light-weight pullets ~ whose capabilities to 
produce eggs were questionab le, were selected t9 continue t he ex-
periment, the collection of future da ta would be jeopardized. 
Consequently, the li ght-weight and unthrifty pullets were culled . 
More light-weight pullets were found on protein level 1 t han on 
prdtein level 2. As a result, 21 pullets were culled from the orig-
inal 117 randomly selected pullets on protein \ev.el 1 and replaced 
with larger, extra pullets from t h e same trea tment. In contrast, 
only eight light-we\ght pullets were culled from the ori g inal 117 
randomly selected pullets on protein level 2. 
It is possible that this method of selection could have e-
liminated the treatment differences. As a check to see if this 
had occurred , an analysis of variance was p erformed for body weight 
gain during peri od 4. Data from the 96 pullets which had been 
ori ginally selec ted at r a ndom from dietary prote in level 1 and 
the first 96 pullets which had been originally selected at ran-
dom from dietary protein level 2 were used in this analysis. 
The results of this analysis of variance showed the same re-
s ults as reported in the period 4 body weight gain analysis. There 
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was no significant difference due to dietary protein level and the 
means were similar to those reported. if!. Table XV~ for period 4. This 
infers that the treatment differences as re·f\ected by body weight 
probably were not selected out of the experiment by this lack of 
I 
com.plete randomization, although it .is recqgnized that bias may 
have entered the experiment at this point. 
Phase 2 
Only one bird died during the enttre 12-week growing period 
covered by phase 2. This bird was reared qn dietary protein level 
1. An ana~ysis .of variance was computed Ol) the mortality data re-
corded during phases 2 and 3. This analysi~ of vari.ance showed 
that death loss could not be attri:buted ~o any particular treat-
ment. Therefore, in order to make full use of all data collected, 
· treatment _averages were supplied for all dead ~1rds during phases 
•· 
2 and 3 of the experiment. 
As has b.een mentioned earli-er in experimental methods and 
procedures, period 10 was not included·with peripds 5 through 9 
in the overall analysis of phase 2. It was originally ~lanned to 
include period 10 in the summary analyses, b1,1t bec~"Qse egg produc-
tion started during this period, -it was not included. It -is well 
recognized from other research work that egg product~on would have 
a pronounced effect on such responses as feed consumption and body 
weight gain. 
Analyses were performed for each per:iod during phase 2 in 
order .to observe periodic trends or change~. These are repor,ted 
in the following discussio·n. 
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Feed Weight Consumed 
The mean squares for ,feed weight consumed, for ·each perj.od 
, 
and overall for periods 5 through 9, a~e shown in ~able XVI. Exaff!.-
.. I . ~ 
ination of this table reveals that no si·gnificant interactions 
occurred during phase 2. 
There was no significant difference in,overall feed consump-
. I I 
tion due tq dietary protein for period~ 5 through 9. Howev:er, a 
difference in feed consumption due to dietary.protein was signifi-
cant at the one percent level of proqability during pe.riod 9 and 
significarit at the five percent level of probability during periods 
6 and 10. 
The data in Table XYII show that durin.g periods 5 and 6, the 
pullets fed dietary protein level 1 coljls·umed more grams of feed 
than did those fed level 2. The trend changes duri1;1,g periods ,7 'and 
8, with pullets on both levels of dietary prote,in consuming appr<>x-. 
imately tlie same amount of feed. The consumption trend as o:bserv~d 
'. 
for periods 9 and 10, ''i11 which pullets fed dietary protein level 
2 consumed more feed than those fed di~tary protein le~el 1~· was 
I 
the reverse of that observe.d during periods 5 and 6. ;£.t w.ill .be 
shown later that body weight gain fol.lows a patter~ similar to feed 
consumption, regardless of the dietary protein level. This appea:rs 
to indicate that the dietary protein level 1 is as adequate for 
growth as·dietary protein level 2 during periods 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
This ol!servation was .made previously <eoncern:.ing the dietary. protein 
level fed during period 4 of phase 1. 
The significant difference in feed consumption due t·o protein 
'fABLE XVI 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF FEED WEIGHT CONSUMED FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 1, PHASE 2 
Source of· Meari- squares for the followine; periods · _ 
. . ..... ·- -~··----
variation df 5 -6 7 ·8 9 10 overall 
f 5-9 
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 448 341* 11 40 2,834 tt 1,110*- 23 
Energy (E) (2) 
... 
E(L) 1 35'1754tt -6-8 665** 83,553"* 94,324tt 124,485tt 124,339** 78,414** - 9 
* t, 238*" 3,286tt 1,509tt 2 ,3:rn"* -3,oos" 1,788** E(Q) 1 932 - . 
Volt1B1e (V) (2) 
·, 
19342tt 955-* il 721b V(L) 1 94 1,465 - 540 440 
v(Q) 1 281 56 4 541 180 72 56 
Interactions ( 12) 
PxE 2 114 41 74 30 272 179 16 
PxV 2 153 52 88 158 113 283 30 
ExV 4 159 87 62 81 259 751 91 
P x Ex V 4 100 49 35 288 375 419 84 
Error 216 184 59 166 156 323 322 88 
1overall based upo-n combined data for periods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. C)J 
.i:,. 
i.'ABLE XVI I 
9 
MA.I~ EFFECT MEANS OF FEED WEIGHT CONSUMED 1 FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL - 9 PHASE 2-
Periods 
5 6 7 ·8 9 10 overall 
5-9 
Dietary 
protein level it. tt :.t 
1 95o7 
-•• ;f_ 
10801 11804 1200 9- 12502 133.0 113.6 
2 93o0 10507 118.8 12L7 132.1 13805 114.2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dietary (L)U! (L).tt (L)tt (L):.li (L)tt (L)tt (L)il 
energy level (Q)~ (Q)J\:A: (Q):.t:.t . (Qftt (Q):.tlt (Q).H ( Q ):.t:A: 
1 i_t0.9 129.5 144.4 147 .. 7 15901 166.-5 138.3 
2 9L5 10306 11303 11707 124.2 130.7 110.0 
3 oo.u 87o5 ·98. 1 98. 5 102.6 110.0 93. 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Dietary 
volume.level (L)JU: (L)j: (L):li (L)d 
1 98o0 108.0 121o2 12505 12909 137.8 116.5 
2 9208 106.2 1.18-. 4 119.2 12909 134.9 113q2 
3 92.2 10604 116.2 119.3 126.2 13404 11201 
1All means are expressed in average grams per bird per day. 
2overall based ~n combined data for periods 5 th~ough 9 • 
. 
3Linear significance !iignifJ~nt at the. five percen~ level of probab.ili ty. 
4Quadrati~ significance Signif!cant at the ~ne percent level of probability. QI 
QI 
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during p·eriods 9 _and 10 appears to result fr~111 the~ preparation of 
pullets on dietary protein level 2 to start ~~ying earlier and to 
lay more eggs early in the production ye~r. _It will be seen through-
out this phase -that nutrients, especially protein, are critical 
when rapid sexual developm~nt occurs just prior to the onset of 
egg production. 
The linear effect of graded levels of ,dietary energy on feed 
consumption (Table XVI) shows a difference which is significant at 
the. one percent level of prob~bil i ty for every period during phase 
2 and overall f~r periods 5 through 9. The mean squar_~s for these 
effe..cts are ex:tremely large. This linear ~ffect i~ expected~ for 
it is· generally agreed among research workers ·that as dietary 
energy level incr.eases, actual feed consumption decreases. 
There was also a quadratic effect of dietary, ~n~rgy on feed 
consumption which was significant at the one percent level of prob.,. 
ability during periods 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, and ov~rall, and at the 
five percent level during period 5. However, the energy quadratic 
mean squi\,'res are small compared to the li_near ~ean squares. This 
would denote that the effects of energy on ·feed, cqnsumption are 
mainly linear. A possible explanation for this small quadratic 
effect of energy on feed consumption may be that the pµllets' on 
dietary energy level 3 consumed more feed than would be expected 
in an e·ffort to take in more protein. It will b-e shown later that . 
during periods 5 through 9 9 pullets· on energy level 1 cc;msumed 5. 6 
' grams more protein per bird per day than pullets on dietary energy 
level 3 (see page 70). 
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The effects of dietary volume !eve.ls upon feed wei1sht consump-
tion showed a negative linear response whic~ was statistically sig-
nificant at the one percent level of probability during periods 5 1 
8 and overall, and significant at the ffve percent level for period 
7 o 'fhis pattern of significant differences (Table XVII) indicates 
that dietary volume wa.s restricting feed 'Veight consumption during 
the ea~ly and middle periods of phase 2, with the exception of pe-
riod 6" 
The lack of sign-ificant differences i.n feed co~sumption for 
the dietary volume levels during period13 9 and 10 infer that any 
restriction of feed weight consumption due to volume has disap-
p~ared. This may have resulted from the pullets -0utgrowing the 
fixed dietary volume levels used in this experiment. It could also 
indicate th~t the digestive systems of pullets on dietary volume 
levels 2 and 3 stretched and adjusted to the increased volume lev-
els. 
The overall mean difference of 4a4 grams in feed weight con-
sumption between dietary volume levels 1 and 3, as shown in Table 
I 
XVII I denotes that as dietary volume increases there is a c<irre-
sponding decrease in feed weight consumptiqn. '!'his was reported 
by Gleaves (1965) t~ be tru~ wlth laying hens. 
Feed Volume Consumed 
The mean squares for feed volume consumed for each period of 
phase 2 and overall for periods 5 throue~h, 9 are shQwri in Table 
XVIII. An energy x volume inter1actj on occurred wh.ich was signifi:-
caqt during all periods and 1overalla The overall means for the 
TABLE XVIII 
ANALYSES OF VA!~lAi\CE Of' F~l!":D VOLUME CONSUMED FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 1 , PHASE 2 
Source of Mean sguares for the followinl!j J!.!riods 
variation df 5 6 7 8 ' 9 10 Overall 5-9 
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 942 910* 123 324 7,664** ** 8,111 · 129 
Energy (E) (2) 
EL 1 111,866** 215,114** 
tt 247,856 277,403.tt 377,827** · 371,954** 237,635** 
EQ 1 1,941 3, 114** 8,689tt 3,996** 4,797* 5,436* 4,279** 
Volume (V) (2) 
v . 
L 1 405,844** 599,229** 631,907** 654,242** 785,090** 906,137** 608,761"* 
VQ 1 297 100 52 746 943 · 105 15 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 291 62 140 2 523 1, 136 21 
PxV 2 434 97 378 403 241 2,499 99 
ExV 4 2,506* 4,303** 5,256*" 5,634** 7,498** s,5a2** 4,751** 
PxExV 4 262 166 94 704 809 1,094 195 
Error - -216 729 200 550 517 964 1,096 301 
1overall based on combined data for l)eriods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. 
~ 
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energy; volume levels are shown in Table ~IX. These mean·s are shown 
graphically in Figure 1. Examination of ·these interaction means 
indicates tha.t as the dietary energy level rises, volume consump-
tion i.s depressed. In contrast~ as.feed v~lume is increased, feed 
volume consumption is increased. Thus, it is appa·rent that with 
dietary volume levels and dietary energy levels exerting pressures 
,j' 
in opp?site directio~s, an interaction will occur. 
TABLE XIX 
J _,j 
OVERALL 1 MEANS FOR THE !;FFECT OF 1':::NF~RGY AND VOLUME 
UPON FEED VOLUME CONSl)MED2 
Dietl:lry .Dietary energy 
. 3 
level. 
volume level 1 2 3 
1 165. 15 128.39 112.12 
2 237. 70 190.66 163 0 17 
3 3~~.86 255. 36, 209.24 
1overall based upon peripds 5 through 9 combined. 
•, 
2All means are ex'pres-s·e~ as average millil'iters peF bird per 
day. 
3 See Table I for the dietary.equivalents of levels 1,. 2, 
and 3 for volume and energy. 
The energy x volume interaction limits tlie confidence that 
,. 
can be placed on the energy and volume main effects for feed vol.,. 
ume consumed. However, it should be pointed out that the 1~nergy 
(linear) and volume (line~r) ,mean squares ar";' extremely l~rge com-
. pared to-· the siz~ of the interaction mean square. 'fhis difference 
' in· size of the mean square indica.tes that al though the, energy x 
volume interaction is highly significant statistically, it is 
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relatively'uniinportant when compared to the ene['.gy and volume lin-
ear mean squares. Consequently, the energy and volume main effects 
will be discussed 'individuallyo 'l'he size 0f the ~nergy quadratic 
mean square is smaller than the interaction mean square; therefore 
it will not be discussed. 
Dietary protein level produced a significant difference in 
feed volume consumed! during periods 6, 9, and 10 only. This differ-
enc-e was significant at the 6ne perceµt level of probability dur-
ing periods 9 and 10 and at the five percen.\level during period 
6 ('fable XVIII). From the protein main effect means shown in Table 
. I 
XX, it may be seen that during periods~ and 19, pulle~s on dietary 
protein level 2 consumed more volume than did pullets on dietary 
protein level 1o A reverse trend was signific~nt during period 6. 
• J • 
Feed volqme consumed que to protein level is related to and follow$ 
the same p-attern as feed weight consumed, whic~ ha.s been discussed 
in the previous section. 
j 
The dietary en~rgy levels used in this experiment produced a 
difference in feed volume. consumed such that the' linear trend wa$ 
significant- at the one percent level of propabH.i t~ during every 
period and overall for phase 2o The quadratic effects of e.nergy 
were significant at the one percent level of probaibility during 
periods 6;· 7, 8, and overall and at the fiv~, percent level during 
periods 9 and 100 The means in Table XX. i;;ho~v that as the d;i.e tary 
energy level increases, volume consumption decreases. 'l'his: is con,-
sistent with the accepted fact that chickens eat primarily to meet 
I 
their energy requirement~o 
TABLE XX 
-~·IAIN ti;FFECT MEANS OF FEE:D VOLUME CONSUJvHtD 1 Jt,OR l~ACH PERIOD AND OVERALL2 1 PHASE 2. 
5 
Dietary 
protein level 
1 168.0 
Periods 
6 
_____ .... 7____ 8 ~---~9 10 
:A: 
191.0 201.8 205.9 
ir:K 
217.3 
kk 
229.'7 
Overall 5-9 
196.8 
2. 164.0 187.1 203.3 208.2 228.7 -24L5 198.3 
---------------------- -~ ---------------------------------------------------------------- -----
Dietary (LJ:kx (L}itx4 (L)il (L)*:A:_ (L)tt (L)tt (L)Ai: 
energy level (Q)tt (Q).A:x (Q)kA'. (Q)Ar (Q)A: (Q)il 
1 194.8 228.8 246.7 252.1 2750 4 287.8 239.6 
2 161. 9 183-. 9 193. 9 201. 2 216.6 228.8 191. 5 
3 141.3 154.5 :J_-67~0 167~8 177,0 190~2 161.5 
-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
Dietary 
volume level 
1 
2 
3 
(L)il 
11508 
164.4 
217.8 
(L)xx (L)Ak 
12705 138. 6 
188.1 20301 
251.5 265.9 
(L)id (L):li (L)il (L)icA 
143. 5 150.7 1.59. 9 135. 2 
204.5 225.9 234. 7 19'7. 2 
273 .1 292.5 312, 3 260.2 
1 All means are exnressed in average milliliters per bird per day. 
20verall bas~d on combined data for 
3Linear significance 
4 Quadratic significance 
periods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one -percent level of probability. 
O':, 
['v-
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Th-e -three levels of dietary volume studied sho~ed a linear 
response in volume consumed which was significant at the one percent 
level of probability during every period and overall for phase 2. 
This was expected because as dietary volume increases, volume con-
sumption must increase in order for ·:the ,Pt:1llets t-o arproach their 
nutrient require·ments. In other words, as dietary volume increases, 
nutrient density decreases. 
Energy Cons~nred 
The mean squares for energy consumed are shown in Table XXI. 
lnspection of this table reveals that no sigrtificant interactions 
occurred during this phase. 
A 'aiffereri'ce in energy cons.umption due to dietary protein 
level was significant at the ·five percen't level of probability 
during periqd 6 and at the one percent level dur~ng periods 9 and 
10. The statistical differences and the protein main effect means 
(Table XXII) follow the same patter1r1 as feed weight cons_umption 
on th~se two dietary protein level~. It appears that with isoca-
1oric rations, the dietary protein level which resulted in the 
greatest feed weight consumption during any period would propor-
tionately result in the greatest energy GOnsumption. Therefore, 
I 
the, r;esults obtained ·on each dietary p,rotein level wer~ expected 
because of the feed weight con~umption data re'pbrted in a previous 
section. 
The. effect of dietary ene;rgy levl:!l upon energy .consumption 
P,roduced a di'fference which was significant only during period 5. 
This significant difference appare.µtly occurred before the pul1lets 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF ENERGY CONSUMEP FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 1 1 PHASE 2 
S·ource of - -, Me.a_ri · s9u,ares for tfLe · f'ol.Lmvin~- ~periods· 
variation df 5 •. 6 ; . . . 7 . 8 9 10. Overall 5-9 
Total (corrected)· 23£ 
Treatment/ 17 
Prot_eiil {P) 1 1,228 1.,255x 5 83 9,939tt 7 323** 
' 
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Energy (E) (2) 
EL 1 8,554** 258 624 <1 21205 49 299 
EQ 1 240 73 1,864 35 194 777 325 
Volume (V) (2) 
VL 1 4,634tt 306 3, 13
18:j;'._ fi 1,851 1,353 2 635** 4, 779 _ 
-~ 
v Q 1 7 :J-7 122 8 1,373 479 1.86_ 113 
Interactions (12) 
p x E. 2 265 165 262:" 60 1.,531 851 63 
P xv- 2 423 147 368 729 276 1,648 141 
.Ex V 4 537 297 252 177 914 2,457 331 
PxExV 4 269 132 151 916 1,017 1_,q71 244 
Error 216 533 1-9-8 528 458 965 1,024 271 
· 1 . - . -~ 
Overall bi:ised on combined data for.periods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of probabil,ity. 
ttSignificant at the 9ne perc~nt level of probability. 
~ 
w:,. 
TABLE XXII 
.MAIN EFFECT MEANS OF ENERGY CONSUMED 1 FOR EACH. PERIOD AND OVERALL 2 ~ PHASE 2 
- B-i-etary 
protein level 
1 
2 
Dietary 
energy level 
1 
2 
3 
Dietary 
volum~ level 
1 
2 
3 
5 6" 
:.\ 
173-.g 195. 8-
169.3 19L2 
(L)tt3 
164.9 192.6 
170. 1 192.7 
17-9. 7 1-95 0 2 
(L) :A::A: 
178.3 195.4 
169.1 192.5 
167.4 192.6 
7 
207. 7 
208.0 
207.9 
203.9 
211.9 
(L):k 
212.5 
207.7 
203.5 
Periods 
8 
211.9 
213.1 
212.8 
212.0 
212.-8 
(L)kA 
219.8 
209.1 
208.7 
9 
kA 
_22L2 
234.3 
232. 1 
226.5 
224.6 
230.2 
229.8 
223 .3 
-
10 
.ti 
235.3 
246.5 
242.7 
238.3 
241.6 
244.4 
239. 6' 
238.6 
1 All means are expressed in average Calories of energy consumed per bird per day. 
:2o~erall based on combined data for periods 5 through 9. 
3Linear significanc.e 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
A:i::Significant at the one percent level of p~obability. 
Overal-1 5-9 
20-2. 1 
203.2 
20.2.1 
201.0 
204.8 
(V)kJ\ 
207.2 
201. 6 
199.0 
c, 
Cll 
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adjusted to the g:raded energy levels which \'lrere imposed on them 
at the beginning of ~eriod 5. 
The lack of significant differ.ences in energy con~umption 
during all periods .except 5 show rat.her. eonclusiyely that energy 
is the most important factor in regulating feed consumption. The 
pullets in this experiment consumed approximately equal Calories 
of energy~ regardless of their dietary energy level. In other words, 
they ate until their energy requirement had been satisfied·.· 
Dietary volume level produced a difference in energy consump-
tion which was significant during periods 5, 8 and overall at the 
one ~ercent level of probability and during perioi.V at the five 
percent level. This pattern of significant differences, as well 
as the main effect means (Table XXII) follow the pattern of feed 
I 
weight consumption (see Tables XVI and XVII) for the same reason 
as dietary protein discu:"sed earlier in this section. 
Protein Consumed 
From the mean squares for protein consumed ('rable XXIIX) ~· it 
may be seen that a significant protein x energy inter:action 00,1,·,: 
curred overall and during periods 6, 7, 8 and 9. The ?Verall mean 
effects for the dietary protein and dietary energy levels are 
,shown in 'Table XXIV. Examinaiion of the graphic presentation of 
these means shown in Figure 2 reveals that protein consumption 
plotted against dietary energ;y ,;tpproaches a· linear effect at die-
tary protein level 1 comp1;tred to a to.ore. quadratic effect for pro-
tein level 2o 
In view of the ov~rall protein x energj interaction, it is 
TABLE XXIII 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF PROTEIN CONSU:Ml!:D FOR l~ACH Pli:RIOD AND OVJillALL \ PHASE 2 
Mean .sqµare,!?_f',Qr ~the - fQllowing. :p~!'.:h.o:d~----~ Source of 
variation df 5 6 7 -8 - 9 10 Overall 5-9 
Total (corrected) 233! 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 464il 
Energy (E) (2) 
E ' 1 L 
E" 
"' Volume (V) 
1 
(2) 
VL 1 
V ' 1 Q 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 
P x V 2 
Ex V 4 
P x E x V 4 
Error 216 
639** 
17-*' 
22tt 
6 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
631** 903il 967:A:;t 
1,257** 1 268** 
' 
1,425.k:lc 
4.4:tt 48il 23.H: 
2 1.3* 20Jcit 
1 1 7 
14•*' 19** -18tt 
1 1 1 
2 1 1 
1 <1 5 
1 2 2 
--1 ' -
Ov-erall based on combined data for.periods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
ttSignificant at the one percent level of probability. 
19508il 1~572** 860** 
1 663*]\: 
' . 
1~626il 1 ,.223i.:A 
36** 39ti: 29** 
8 3 11k* 
3 1 1 
11* 9 12** 
2 4 '-1 
5 11 2 
6 7 1 
4 4 
-1 
r 
0-, 
"3 
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TA.BLE XXIY 
OVERALL 1 MEANS FOR THE F.F.FECT OF' PROTEIN !AND· J!:NERGY 
UPON PROTEIN CONSUMED2 , PHASE 2 
Dietary . . 3 
pro-tei·n··· ................ ~---.~- Dietary energy. level 
level 1 2 3 
1 15.00 12.03 10.13 
-
2 19.70 15 •. 59 13.36 
1overall based on combihed 1 data for periocis 5 through 9. 
2 ' All means are· expressed a°" grams. per bird per day. 
3 . . 
See Table I for th-e di·etary equivalents of levels 1, 2 and 
3 for prot.ein and ener.gy. 
recognized that care must be exerc-ised in discussing the energy 
and protein main effects. However, it s];).ould be noted that both 
mean squares for protein and energy l;i.near ;:tre extrell\ely large 
when compared to the interacti.on mean squares. Therefore, it·is 
felt that the significant protein and linear energy effects may 
be discussed with a reasonable amount of confidence! .. In contrast, 
the quadratic energy mean square is relatively small compared to 
the interaction me~n square. Nevertheless, it appears that there 
is definitely a quadratic effect present. 
Dietary protein level resulted i~ a differijnc, in protein con-
' 
sumption which was highly sig:Qificant for the overall analysis as 
well as every period of phase 2 (Table XXIII) .• 1'.,rom the protein 
main effect means (1i'able XXV) ~, it may b~ seen t~at as dietary pro-
tein was increased, pr~tein int.ake was increased~ ThJese· results 
were expected and are in agreement with the work qf Gleaves (1965) 
an1d other workers. 
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TABLE XXV 
MAIN 8},""'FECT MEANS OF PROTEIN CONSUMED 1 FOR l~CH PERIOD AND OVERALL 2 ~ PHASE 2 
Periods·' 
-
"" 5 
..., 8 9 10 Overall 5-9 v I 
---·- ~
Dietary 
protein level ti i:k 
** 
:kA A-A li 
** 
1 1lo3 1208 120 6 1208 12o4 13o2 12o4 
2 14o1 16o0 160 5 16~9 17 0 5 18o4 16o2 
-=~====~==~===~==~=rm~~=======~~~=~=~==~=-=~~===~~===---~~~~==~~~~~~~~~---~~=~~=~~=~~~~~=~==---
Dietary (L).u:3 (L)tt (L)tt (L)il (L)tt (L) :k:A: (L)Ad: 
energy level (Q)k4 (Q)tt ( Q)ib\: (Q ):k:k ( Q ):k:A: (Q)il (Q)J:J\ 
1 14o9 17 0 5 17 0 7 18o1 18o5 19o3 17.3 
2 12o3 1400- 13 0 9- 14. 4 14.4 15.2 13 08 
3 100 9 1L8 12.0 12. 1 12o0 12o9 1L7 
---------- ---------------------------------------------------- ~------------------=-- --------
Dietary 
volume level 
1 
2 
3-
(L)tt 
1;3o 2 
12.5 
12.4 
(L):k 
14o5 14.8 
14o3 14. 5 
14.3 14o3 
(L):kx (L)kA: 
15.4 15.1 16o0 14.6 
1406 15;, 1 15o7 14o2 
14.6 14o7 15o7 -140 1 
1 All means are expressed in average grams of protein consumed per bird per dayo 
20verall based on combined data for 
'
3Linear signifi;ance 
4Quadratic significance. 
periods 5 through 9. 
*significant at the five percent level of prohal?ility. 
*•Significant at the one percent level of probability. , 
-..] 
0 
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As either dietary energy or dietary volume was increased~ pro-
tein consumption was significantly decreasedo' S;imilar findings were 
reported in work with laying hens by Gleaves (1965)0 However, it 
may be seen by observing the energy and volume main effect means 
that with the d~etary levels used in this experiment, dietary ener-
gy was more effective in spreading the range of protein intake than 
was dietary volume or dietary protein (see 'fabl~e XXV). 'I'he difference 
in protein intake produced by dietary energy may be respon~ible 
for the significant difference due to energy which will be reported 
during phase 3., 
As was reported in a previous section? dietary volume lost 
its effect during periods 9 and 10. This points out again that the 
pullets fed dietary volume levels 2 and 3 appear to have outgrown 
the constant or fixed dietary volume levels used in this experiment. 
It was surmised that during periods 9 and 10 some pullets were able 
to consume large enough volumes of feed to offset any sig,nificant 
differences in protein consumptiono 
Body Weight Gain 
The mean squares for body weight gain~ fop each period and 
overall for phase ;2 are shown in Table XXVL Inspection of thes~e 
mean squares reveals that two different interattions were each sig-
1 
nificant during .an isolated periodo However 9 these will not be 
discussed because there were no signific~nt overall i~teractions. 
The effect of dietary pr0teiJ1 upon body weigb,t gain produced 
a significant differ;ence during periods 5 9 9 and 10" Pullets on 
dietary pr'?tein level 1 g<llined more .weight during periods 5 1 6 9 
TABLE-XXVI 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF BODY WELGHT GAIN F9R EACH PERIOD A~D OVERALL1, PHASE 2 
Souree of Me,fo sg-uares_ f,or- th.:e followi-nfi. :periods 
variation df 5 6 7 8-
Total {corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein {P) 1 7 674** 
' 
19806 438 124 
Energy (E) (2) 
EL 1 3'1138 578 
- 467 2,005 
E,.,. 1 2, 589': 68 1;693 5 
\,t 
V-ofum-e {V ) {i) 
VL 1 18,517** 3,609.k 10,337** 5,910 
v· Q 1 94 45 3 6,462-
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 1, 745 381 147 805 
PxV 2 4, 63 ltt - 106 ~.,341 1,279 
E x V 4 761 1,358 288 598 
P x Ex v 4 1,415 1,350 4,554**:- J,192 
Error 216 979 783 · 1----069--·· · 9 - 1,462 
1overall based on combined data for periods 5through 9. 
*significa~t at the five percent l~vel of probability. 
Xl\:Significant at the one percent level of probability. 
9 10 · - Overalll 5-9 
···-
18,828il 229 686**- . 25 
7,339* 2,706 3,700 
_, 
<1 1,882 12,434 
····-
... -, .,._ 
.... ,, 
13 ,667** 4,524 241,677** 
11 3,349 J.0,632 
.,3 9 9~9 1,221 11,997 
1,600 2,834 19,877 
2,797 951 9,073 
1,196 1,547 10, 918 
1,911 2,056 7,734 
'1 
l\J 
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and 7 than d.id pullets on dietary protein level 2 (Table XXVII). 
However; t.he- body weight g13-in diff~rence.s dp.ring periods 6 and 7 
were not significant; nevertheless, the trend was present. This 
trend was -reversed during periods 8~ 9 ai;id 1,0. The overall mean 
squares infer that the.re was no signifi~ant difference in body 
weight gain. From observation of the overall protei~ main effect 
' . 
mearis,_ this i~ apparent~ because pullets on both levels of protein 
gained approximately equal amounts of bod,y weigfrto 
During all periods of phase 2, except period 7, the pullets 
I 
fed the dietary protein level where the most feed, energy and 
volume were consumed gained the most ~veight •. The questions may be 
raised here, did the pullets which gained the most weight do so 
because of increased feed consumption, or was the genetic potential 
for·a certain growth rate, or some other factor causing.the pullets 
to make faster gains, which necessitated, the consumption of more 
fe-ed?. ~t appears that these questions. cannot be answered from the 
. i 
data re.ported hereino 
The significantly larger gains made by pullet~ fed protein 
level 1 during period 5 may have been an effort tp cancel, thei.r 
body weight defi_~i t which existed at the end of phase 1.· The fact 
.that the greatest body weight gain was not made by the pullets con-
suming the most protein indicates that, protein level. 1 was as 
adequate fo~ ·body weight. gains during p.eriod 5 9 and possibly du_rin~ 
I 
periods.6 9, 7 and 8 as was protein level 2o The,latter three wepe 
periods in which there was no significant differences in body 
weight gainso Similar findings were reported for period 4 of phase 
TABLE XXVII 
MA.IN f!li'FECT MEANS OF BODY WELGHT GAIN 1 FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVER.4.LL 2 1 PH.,\SE 2-... 
.5 & 
Dietary 
protein level xx 
Dietary 
1 
2 
energy level 
1 
2 
3 
-Dietary 
volume level 
1 
1 
2 
3 
All means are 
210. 7 
1-99. 2 
202.8 
200.3 
·21-1 • .S 
(L)tt 
216.3 
20-4. 1 
19405 
-----
183-.7 
178. 1 
179.4 
100. 1 
183.2 
(L):k 
186.0 
180.3 
176.4 
expressed in grams. 
7 
124.0 
121.3 
122.8 
118. 9 
126.3 
(L)tt 
130.8 
122.7 
114.5 
Periods 
8 
126.1 
127.5 
123 .2 
126.S 
130.4 
136. 7 
119.4 
124.4 
2overgll based on combined data for periods 5 through 9. 
3L· . . f' inear s1grn icance 
*significant at the five percent leve.l of prohab~.li ty. 
**significant at the o~e percent level of pro'ba.:bility. 
~ 
'k.k. 
95.6 
113 .5 
(L).A:3 
111. 4 
104.5 
97~ 7· 
(L)tx 
113. 7 
104.9 
95.0 
1-0 
** 
124.0 
143. 7 
131. 7 
129.8 
140.0 
136. 5 
139.2 
12508 
Overall 5-9 
739.0 
739.7 
739.6 
729c0 
749.4 
(L)k*: 
783.5 
729.8-
704.7 
-..J 
,i:. 
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1. The reverse body weight gain picture durin1; periods 9 and 10 
appear to result frbm the earlier maturity and higher early egg 
production of the pullets reared on protein level 2. This indicates 
an increased protein requirement at this age. 
The effect of dietary energy level up1cm body weight gain r>ro-
duced a statistically significant differenc~ only during period 
9 (Table XXVI). The lack of significant differences 9 ex.cepttµg 
•' ' ' ''[ 
period 9~ probably resulted from the pullets on all dietary energy 
levels consuming approximately the sam~ overall amottnts of energy 
(Table XXII). It is interesting to note that the wide range in the 
levels of protein consumed by the pl..illets on the three dietary 
energy levels did not appear to affec;t body weight gal·n. Pullets 
fed dietary energy level 3 consumed the smallest amount of protein 
but gained the most body weight durintcS phase 2o This would imply 
that protein was adequate at level 1 and th~ extra energy produced 
the extra body weight -gains. The body weight [~a.ins made by pullets 
fed the three dietary energ;y levels are sh~wlli graphically in 
Figure 3. No explanation is offered for the weighf gain reversal 
that occurred during period 9. 
Di~tary volume showed a signifi1cant linear response in body 
weight e;a.in durinµ:: -periods 5~ 6 9 7 and 9 1 and overall" l!:xawl-P.?>-
tion of' the dietary volume main effect means (Table XXVII) show~i 
in general~ that as d:ieta:cy volume level increa.sed 9 body weight 
gain decreased. However, this effect appeared more pronounced 
during the first half of this phase and period 9a This pattern of 
weight gain is not surprising when con,sideration is given the fact 
c: 
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that as dietary volume level increases 9 actual ene;rgy consum:ption 
decreases and actual protein consumption decreases slightly in. most 
cases or is equal. It is not known whethe1r ~he slight increase i:n 
actual protein .consumption affected' body weight, gain. The body 
weight gain for. the three dietary levels·· of volume are shown. graph-
ically in-Figure 4. 
P_l}.ase 3 
The egg production period from the beginning of the twenty-
' 
firist. ,w:.eek of age to the end of the fortieth week (periods 11 
through 20) was included in phase 3. Four pullets 1 died during thif 
phase 9 three of which were reared on diet~ry ·protein level 1 and 
one on dietary protein. level 2. As :has been men:tioned at the be-
'· 
gihning of the discussion of pha~e 2, missing dita wer~ supplied 
r-or all dead birds during phase 3. Data on egg numb'ers and ~gg 
weight for period 10 have beep included with ·similar data from 
phase 3. 
The reader should keep in mind that the results observed 
< 
during phase 3 are 'the effects of the previoqs growing treatments 
.. .imposed. dur-ing phases. 1 an,d 2. During phase 3, the pulJ_et1;'3 in all 
,. 
treatments were fed the same laying ration. 
SE!xual Maturity 
The age of the pu1let when her firs.t ~gg was laid was used 
as the measure of sexual maturity~ These data w~re used to com-
' . 
pu.te the analysis of variance whic.p.. is shown in Table. X.XVIII o F:r:o:qi 
examination of the F values in this table 9 it can be seen read~ly 
' 
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TABLE XXVIII 
' ' 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DAYS TU FIRST EGG 
Source of variation df SS MS F 
-Total (corrected) 233 26j294.62 
Treatment 17 
Pro.tein (P) 1 535.54 535.54 4. 92*' 
Energy (E) (2) 
EL, 1 998.54 998.54 9.18** 
EQ 1 3.18 3018 0.03 
Volume (V) (2) 
VL 1 77.54 77.54 0.7,1 
VQ 1 56.10 56.10 o. 52 
Interactions (12) 
p x E 2 ~69.00 334.50 3.071 
p xv 2 133.!;>5 1~.98 0.16 
E xv 4 104.64 26.'16 0.24 
p x E xv 4 317 0 82 79.46 o.73 
Error 216 23~498.31 108.79 
---.,,rr·· 
AS. ' f. . t 1. gn1 1.can at the five percent le·,rel of probability. 
*•s· ·r· t · 1.gn1 1c:an at the one percent lev~l of probability. 
that a protein x energy interaction was significant at the five 
percent level of probability. The means for d~ys to.first egg as 
, . 
determined by levels of dietary energy and dietary pro~ein are 
shown numerically in Table XXIX and graphically in :F'igure 5. 
TABL:lt: XXIX 
MEANS FOR THE EJTFE.CTS OF' PROTEIN AND ENERGY 
UPOl~ DAYS TO F'IRST EGG 
80 
=============================== . .,..
Dietary Dietary energy level 
protein level 1 '2 3 
1 151. 6 157.7 160.4 
2 153.4 152.6 154 .• 7 
A study of the~e means points out that pullets fed dietary 
protein level 1 show a greater difference between dietary energy 
levels~ in the number of days to the first egg~ tnan do pullets 
reared on dietary. protein level 2. It is interesting to note that 
pullets on the combination of dietary protein level 1 arid.dietary 
energy level 1 matured more quickly than did any other group of 
pullets. 'fhe next pullets to mature were th!ose fed· the combinati<i>n 
I. 
'. or dietary protein level 2 and dietary energy l~vel 2. The, average 
amounts of protein and energy consumed 9 overall~ duJ".ing the grow-
ing period 9 phase 2~ at various levels of dieta;ry e.;nergy and d;ie-
tary protein 9 are shown in Table XXX 1 to aid in interpreting these 
I 
resultso 
All pullets consumed approximately the same number of' Calories 
in contrast to.the consumption of various ::j_ntakes of proteino Note 
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TABLE XXX 
OVERALL1 PROTgIN2 AND E.NERGY3 CONSUMED FOR VARIOUS. DIETARY 
LEVELS OF PRO'U.::IN AND ENERGY AND DAYS 'fO FIRST E~G~ PHASE 2 
Dietary 
,ene,I"gy 
level 
1 
~.-.-
3 
1 
Protein. Energy 
15.0 20L3 
12.0 203. 5 
10.1 200.5 
Dietary 
Days to 
1st egg 
151.6 
157.7 
16004 
pro.tein._\Ei,;vel 
2 
· Protein Energy Days to 
1st egg 
19:7 201. 4 153 .4. 
15.6 202.9 152.6 
13.4 206.2 154.7 
1 -~ 
Overall based upon combined data for periods 5 through 9. 
2 . 
Expressed in grams per bird per day. 
3 Expressed in Calories per bird per day. 
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that neither the pullets which consumed the highest nor the lowest 
level of protein matured earliest. The earliest date of maturity 
occurred with pullets on .either level of dietary protein whoseac-
' 
tual protein intake was 15.0 or 15.6 grams. These protein intakes 
were accompanied by earlier maturity under these c~nditions where 
ene-rgy intakes rfinged between 20 l and 206 Calories~ as reported 
in Table XXX. This would lead to the.conclusion that neither pro-
tein nor energy consumption independently affects 1;.he date of sex-
ual maturiti. It also i~lustrates vividly the importance of having 
the proper calorie-protein ratio. With this in mindi t4e £~ct that 
there was a significant protein x ene~gy interaction on days to 
first egg is not surprisingo 
From the overall data in Table XXX it may be seen that 9 with-
in the range of 201 to 206 Calories on energy intake, growing 
pullets whose actual protein intake was 12o0 and 10o1 grams, 
83 
respectively 9 matured more slowly than did pullets which consumed 
larger amounts of protein. This confirms the report by Harms (1962) 
that low-protein diets will delay the sexual maturity of growing 
pullets. 
As may be seen in '!'able XXVIII 9 dietary protein and dietary 
energy levels produced significant differences in date of sexual 
maturity. The main effect means for days to first egg are shown 
in Table XXXI. The total difference in days to first egg between 
the pullets fed dietary energy level 1 and dietary energy leve1·,3 
is greater than the difference between the two dietary protein I . . 
levels. However, as has been previously shown, during phase 2, 
dieta:r:Y energy levels produced a greater difference in actual 
protein consumption than did·the diet~ry protein levels. During 
the same periods there was no siinificant difference in energy 
consumption (Tables XXII and XXV). 'l'hi's appears to infer that the 
differences amon!); dates of· sexual maturity brought about. by dietary 
energy level are really the result of differences,in protein con-
sumption qn the various levels of dietary energy imposed du~ing 
phase 2o 
Feed Wei_ght ~onsumed, 
fi'rom the individual period and o".'erall mean squares for feed 
weight consumed (Table XXXII) 9 the only ,overall significant dif-
, 
ference which may be seen is the energy linear Inain effectso In 
addition, energy linear was significant duiing periods 11j 13 1 
15, and t8. It may be seen in the overall main effect. means~ shown 
in, Table XXXIII, that pullets reared on dietary energy level 1 
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TABLE XXXI 
MAIN :E:FF'ECT Ml!.:ANS Oli' DAYS TO F'IRS'f J::GG 
Dietary protein level 
1 
2 
Average number of days 
to first egg 
A: 
15606 
153 .• 6 
. . 
--- ----------------------------------- -----------------------. 
Dietary energy level 
1 
2 
3 
(L)il 
152.5 
155.2 
157 .6 
-~-----------------------~-------~-------------~--- .----------~-
Dietary volume level 
1 
2 
3 
154.7 
154.o 4 
156. 1 
consumed approximately 4 grams more feed per bird per day than did 
pullets reared on dietary energy levels 2 or 3. Were the pullets 
fed dietary ener:gy level 1 overconsumi11g the laying ration because 
of low·energy intakes during the growing period 9 as has been sug-
gested by research work reported in t~e literature review? It is 
obvious from.~he data reported in this study that the explanation 
given by other research workers is not true. By referring to Table 
XXII 9 it may be seen that there was no significant difference in 
energy consumption du~ to dietary energy level 9 overall or during 
period 10 of phase 2. 
A more likely explanation for the increased energy consump-
tion of pullets reared on dietary energy level 1 is the fact that 
TABLE XXXII 
ANALYSi!:S O.f VARIANCE OJ:" 1''EED WEIGHT CONSUMED FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 1 , PHASE 3 
Source of Mean i;guares for the following I!eriods 
variation df 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 25 24.2 148 9 459 358 281 267 215 155 
Ener:gy (E) (2) 
EL 1 4,092tt 640 1,215*- 359 913* 117 402 93~ 340 72 
EQ 1 163 79 153 129 209 <1 69 5 477 219 
Volume (V) (2) 
VL 1 3,422** 97 365 57 25 3 2 137 66 685* 
VQ 1 8 <1 <1 29, 1 210 2 425 1 400 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 273 94 87 191 201 159 34 86 236 202 
p xv 2 33 212 38 142 14 183 50 611 109 40 
Ex V 4 73 167 99 61 96 270 184 17 366 96 
PxExV 4 116 274 181 153 252 113 146 207 357 10 
Error 215 176 241 214 146 154 203 118 211 221 143 
10verall based on combined data for periods 11 through 20. 
*significant at the five ~ercent level of probability. 
"*significant at the one percent level of probability. 
Overall 11-20 
61 
63~ 
142 
107 
32 
3 
28 
30 
55 
82 
(X) 
C)l 
TABLE XXXIII 
MAIN EFFECT MEANS FOR FEED WElGHT CONSUMED l FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 2 , PHASE 3 
Periods 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Overall · 11.;.20 
Dietary 
protein level 
1 97 .1 88.0 97.4 102.5 108.6 105.8 107.0 109.4 106.7 100.7 102.4 
2 96.5 90.1 99.0 102.9 105.8 108.3 109.2 111.5 108.6 102.3 103.4 
----------__ ._ ___ -__ .,,. ..... -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------""" -- ,·) --
Dietary 
energy level 
1 
2 
3 
Dietary 
volume level 
1 
2 
3 
(L)3u 
102.5 
95,6 
92.3 
{L)il 
92.0 
97.1 
101.4 
91.5 
88.2 
87.4 
88.3 
89.1 
89.8 
{L):k 
101.7 
97.1 
95.9 
96.7 
98.2 
99.8 
104.7 
101.6 
101.7 
102.3 
102.2 
103.5 
(L)x 
110.3 
105.9 
105.5 
107.6 
107.1 
106.9 
107. 9 
107.1 
106.2 
107.6 
105.7 
107.9 
1All means are expressed in grams conswned per bird per day. 
20verall based on combined data for periods 11 through 20. 
3Linear significance 
*si,z;nificant at the five percent level of probability. 
**si~nificant at the one percent level of probability. 
110.1 
107.3 
106.9 
108.0 
108.5 
107.7 
(L)* 
112.8 
110.7 
107.9 
112.4 
108.6 
110.5 
110.1 
105.6 
107.2 
108.3 
107.5 
107.0 
102.9 
100.2 
101.5 
{L)i: 
100.4 
99.7 
104.6 
(L):t:l 
105.4 
101.B 
101.4 
102.3 
102.4 
104.0 
00 
Q') 
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they matured earlier 9 produced more eggs, and gained more body 
weight than did pullets fed dietary energy levels 2 or 3. Egg pro-
duction: and body weight gain will be discussed in more detail later. 
The differences in·feed weight consumption due to the dietary energy 
levels fed during the rearing period were greater when the pullets 
were first placed on the laying ration at 20 weeks of age. However~ 
these differences did persist to a lesser degree throughout the 
entire 20-week egg production period (Table XXXIII). 
Levels of dietary volume produced a significant difference in 
feed weight consum~d during periods 11 and 20. Prec.eµing period 11, 
pullets fed dietary volume leyels 2 and 3 were accustomed to con-
suming s··ign~ficantly larger volumes of feed than those pullets fed 
· dietary volume level· 1 (Table XX.). Within two ~veeks after .. the ra-
tion change was made~ the pullets on dietary volume levels 2 and 
3 were consuming less f'eed volume. No explanation~ other t.han 
chance~ is apparent for the significant .difference in the f·eed 
weight consumption wh,ich occurred due t,o dietary volume during 
period 200 
Feed Volume 9 Energy~· and Protein. Consumed 
The overall mean square1s and overall main effect means for 
the feed volume 9 energy and protein consumption are sh.own in 
Table XXXIV and Table XXXV 9 respectively. It is obvious that since 
all birds were fed tl;le same ration during phase 3~ grpups of pul-
lets which consumed the most feed weight would by the same token 
consume the most feed volume 9 energy and protein. 'rherefore 9 this 
:i,s th.e :reason why the .fimergy linear is significant for each of 
TABLE XXXIV 
ANALYSES OF' VARIANCE OF FEED VOLUME~ ENERGY~ AND 
PROTEIN CONSUMED 9 OVERALL 1 9 PHAS.E 3 
Mean squares for~ Source of 
variation df Feed volume Energy 
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 
Energy (E) 
1 170 
(2) 
EL 1 1~7821U: 
EQ 1 400 
Volume (V) (2) 
1 
1 
Interactions ( 12) 
P x E 
p xv 
Ex V 
P x Ex V 
Error 
2 
4 
4 
216 
307 
9 
10 
8 
6 
153 
228 
435 
1,033 
786 
226 
6 
198 
216 
396 
586 
Protein 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
. 
1bverall based on combined data for periods 11 through 200 
**s · · f' · t t th , 1gm. 1can a · e one percent level of probability o 
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TABLE XXXV 
OVERALL 1 MAIN EFFECT MEANS FQR FEED VOLUME I 
ENERGY, AND PROTEIN CONSUMED 9 PHASE 3 
Dietary p~otein level 
1 
2 
Dietary energy level 
1 
2 
3 
Dietary volume level 
1 
2 
3 
2 Volume 
171.4 
17301 
(L)tt5 
176.5 
170.4 
169.8 
171.3 
171.3 
174.0 
3 Energy 
274.3 
277.0 
(L)tt 
282.5 
272.6 
271. 7 
274. 1 
274.2 
278.6 
. 4 
Protein 
15.0 
15. 1 
(L)il 
15.4 
14.9. 
14.9 
15.0 
15.o 
15.2 
1overall based on combined data for periods 11 through 20. 
2Expressed in milliliters of feed per bird per day. 
3 Expressed in Calories of energy per bird per day. 
4E4pressed in grams of protein per bird per day. 
5Linear significance 
*kSignificant at the one percent level of probability. 
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these factors and why the main effect m.eans fol low the same pat tern 
as the main effect means for feed weight consumedo 
li::gp.; Production 
The individual period and overall mean squares for egg produc-
tion are shown in 'l'able XXXVI o 'l'he overall mean squares from this 
table reveal that the effects of dietary protein produced a differ-
ence in egg production which was significant at_the five percent 
·· level of probability" Examination of the dietary protein main 
effect means for egg: production 9 shown in 'l'able XXXVI I~ indicates 
that the overall difference was brou~;ht about largely by the in-· 
creased egg production during periods 11 and 12. This seems to 
denote that proteih consumption during the growing period is a 
critical factor for pullets which have been fed a below-average 
protein diet during the growing period, Low-p.rotein diets fed dur-
ing the growing period reduced egg production early in the laying. 
year 1 but when pullets were placed on a high quality laying ration, 
they soon overcame this handicap 9 provided it was not overly severe. 
It is assumed that dietary protein level 1 used in this experiment 
did not result in a severe protein deficiency. 
The overall egg production means ,for the dietary protein main 
effects (Table XXXVII) reveal that pullets reared on dietary pro-
tein level 2 produced an average of 3o3 more eggs than did pullets 
reared.· on dietary protein level L It is believed that this signif-
icant difference in egg production was broug;ht about by the fact 
that the pullets on dietary protein level 2 consumed significantly 
more protein, during every period of phases 1 ~nd 2, than did 
TABL;!: XXXVI 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE. OF li:GG PRODUCTION FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL1, PHASE 3 
Source of Mean sguares for the following !!eriods 
variation df 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Total (.corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 <.01 52.09* 154.76** 15.23 1.22 1.42 1.74 0.06 1.68 0.80 
Energy (E) (2) 
EL 1 1.31 82.22'** 230.67** 6.65 2.30 0.05 2.10 0.23 6.30 2.34 
EQ 1 0.40 1. 76 13.24 0.22 5.02 1.92 0.10 0.48 0.02 0.81 
Volume (V) (2) 
VL 1 0.21 6.33 20.61 2.17 1.41 2.82 o.oo 2.70 2.66 5.63 
VQ 1 0.04 12.41 9.11 46. 93* 2.27 0.95 1.74 0.03 0.51 3.14 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 2.22* 14.96 27.70 7.70 0.54 2.76 0.94 3.42 3.19 2.18 
p xv 2 0.01 9.37 5.93 10.76 7.71:i: 1.05 0.39 0.32 2.54 11.39** 
Ex V 4 0.02 11.96 8.05 0.18 2.74 0.54 1.43 0.82 0.22 0.85 
PxExV 4 0.05 10 •. 21 14.49 8.91 1.76 5.97* 2.68 2.95 1.57 3.43 
Error 216 0.56 10.86 20.59 8.74 2.31 1.85 2.12 2.16 2.47 2.31 
10verall based on combined data for periods 10 through 20. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. 
20 
2..118 
1.62 
2.46 
0.37 
9.82 
13.98* 
5.39 
8.95 
3.95 
4.20 
Overall 10-20 
636.74* 
1,289.44 ** 
33.24 
0.32 
68.46 
23.75 
191.62 
44.39 
263.13 
149.32 
,;.c 
~ 
TABLE XXXVII 
MAIN EFFl<X:T MEANS fo'OR EGG PRODUCTION FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVE.!ClALL 1 , PHASE 3 
Periods 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Dietary 
protein level it tt 
1 0.1 1.7 6.7 10.8 11.9 12.0 12.2 
2 0.1 2.7 8.3 11.3 12.0 11.8 12.0 
Dietary 
energy level (L)2:U: (L):li 
1 0.2 2.9 8.9 11.3 12,2 12.0 12.2 
2 0.2 2.3 7.2 11.1 11.B 11.8 12.1 
3 o.o 1.4 6.5 10.8 11.9 11.9 12.0 
Dietary 
volume level (Q)311: 
10.6 
11.7 
10.9 
1 0.2 2.3 
2 0.1 2.5 
3 0.1 1.9 
7.0 
7.8 
7.7 
12.0 
12,1 
11.8 
12.0 
12.0 
11. 7 
12.1 
12.0 
12.1 
1overall based on combined data for periods 10 through 20. 
2Linear significance 
3Q d t· · ·f· ua ra ic signi icance 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
ilSignificant at the one percent level of probability. 
17 
11.8 
11.9 
11.9 
11.s 
11.8 
11.7 
11.9 
12.0 
18 
11.4 
11.6 
11.7 
11.5 
11.3 
11.7 
11.5 
11.4 
19 
11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
11.2 
11.2 
11.5 
11.1 
11.1 
20 
10.8 
11.0 
11.0 
11.1 
10.8 
11.0 
10.6 
11.1 
Overall 10-20 
it 
100.s 
104.1 
(L)tt 
105.6 
101.9 
99.9 
102.1 
103.2 
102.1 
'° tv 
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pullets fed dietary protein level 1. 
It may be seen from the overall mean squares in Table XXXVI 
that due to the linear energy effects there were dtfferences in 
egg production which were significant at the one percent level of 
-probability. In Table XX.XVII 9 the energy main effect means indicate 
that the difference in egg production was due largely to the early 
egg production in periods 11 and 12. This is similar to the effects 
of dietary protein shown in the same table. 
As a check to see whether energy is responsible f.or this dif-. 
ference in egg production 9 an inspection of nutrient consumption 
during phase 2 should be helpful. From Table XXII, it may be seen 
that there was no significant difference in energy consumption dur-
ing phase 2 9 while at the same time there was a significant differ-
ence in protein consumption. It appears that different protein con-
sumptions during phase 2 9 brought about l;ly the dietary energy level, 
. ' 
is-the reason for the significant difference in egg production on 
the three dietary energy levels" . In other words, ene_rgy is acting 
indirectly through protein to produce a difference in egg produc-
tion. The energy main effect means show approximat,ely a two to three 
egg difference between each dietary energy level. 
It· appea.rs that a large part of the difference in egg produc-
tion for the levels of dietary protein or dietary energy result· 
from egg production sta;rtinr.~ earlier. In other words~ as the age of 
sexual matqrity decreases~ egg production increases" 
· The mean squares for egg weight are shown, for each period and 
94 
overalJ in Table XXXVIII. Differences in egg size were not signifi-
cant -ov-erall ~ but protein and energy treatments ~h()w a signif.icant 
difference during 'periods 11 and 120 From the mai;n effect mean~'l 
shown in Table XXXIX 9 it may be seen that the pullets fed dietary 
protein level 1 laid slightly heavier eg·gs than did pullets fed 
dietary protein level 2o The reverse was true for pullets fed dif~ 
ferent levels of dietary energyo The pullets fed dietary energy 
level 1 consum-ed more protein during phase 2'l and laid heavier eggs 
than did pullets fed dietary energy levels 2 or~ where protein con-
sumption was significantly lower. 
The pullets fed dietary energy or dietary protein levels that 
resulted in the lowest egg weight produced ~be greatest number of 
eggs (Tables XXXVII and XXXIX)o Level of dietary volume produced 
a statistically significant difference in egg size during period$ 
I 
15'l 17~ 18~ and 190 During these periods the r,ieans show that as 
dietary volume increased~ egg size decreasedo 
Body Weight Gain 
The analyses of varian~e for body weig~1t gain are shown in 
Table XLo By examining the mean squares in this table, it may-be 
seen that a significant protein x energy interacti~n occurred over-
all and during period 200 The overall in.teraction means are shown 
numerically in. Table XLI and graphic.ally in Figu~e 6. These means 
show that the body weight of pullets reared on protei~ level 2 de-
creased as energy level increased. In contrast~ the effects.of 
energy on pullets reared on dietary protein level 1 gave a pro-
nounced quadratic result. No logical explanation is available to 
TABLE XXXVIII 
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF EGG WEIGHT FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL1 , PHASE 3 
Source of Mean sriuares for the following Eeriods 
variation df 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
---
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatme·nt 17 
Protein (P) 1 10 1,709* 923* 141 4 23 14 3 1 1 
Energy (E) (2) 
EL 1 104 4,469** 1,233* 119 <1 6 10 1 12 6 
EQ 1 96 74 63 25 23 31 20 19 23 9 
Volume (V) (2) 
VL 1 45 69 1 138 90 176* 126 158* 151.*: 151.*: 
VQ 1 8 962 370 94 10 33 25 27 46 21 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 132 196 226 31 7 5 9 12 14 8 
p xv 2 33 568 194 32 5 3 8 3 1 1 
ExV 4 10 386 171 123 19 19 10 18 17 10 
P x Ex V 4 34 125 88 50 7 23 33 40 24 34 
Error 216 64 420 250 57 31 33 34 35 36 37 
10verall based on combined data for periods 10 through 20. 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of ~robability. 
20 
1 
7. 
14 
48 
20 
13 
8 
17 
26 
23 
Overall 10-20 
17 
1 
<1 
10 
1 
10 
1 
8 
12 
7 
(!) 
OJ 
TABLE XXXIX 
MAIN EFJ<'IOCT MEANS FOR EGG WEIGHT J<'OR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 1 , PHASE 3 
Periods 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Overall 10-20 
Dietary 
protein level 
* * 
1 42.3 41.7 46.0 48.7 50.8 52 •. 7 54.0 54.4 55.2 55.5 55.8 53.1 
2 35.5 41.2 45.B 48.8 50.5 52.1 53.5 54.2 55.1 55.4 55.9 52.6 
----------------·-------------------------------------.. --· -------------------------------------------· --------------·----
Dietary 
(L) 2tt energy level (L)* 
1 39.3 42.3 46.3 49.0 50.5 52.4 53.8 54.2 55.2 55.5 55.4 53.0 
2 40.0 42.1 46.2 48.8 51.1 52.9 54.1 54.7 55.6 55.8 56.2 52.8 
3 29.8 39.8 45.3 48.4 50.4 52.0 53.3 54.0 54.7 55.2 55.9 52.8 
---------------------------------------------------------. ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Di;etary 
volume·level (L)a 
1 39.8 40.9 45.9 48.8 51.3 53.2 54.4 
2 36.8 42.0 46.0 48.6 50.9 52.9 54.2 
3 38.3 41.4 45.8 48.9 49.7 51.1 52.6 
1ovei:.an based on combined data for periods 10 through 20. 
2Linear significance 
*si~nificant at tbe fivP. percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. 
(L)* (L).t: (L).t: 
55.1 55.9 56.3 56.2 53.2 
54.8 55.8 55.9 56.2 52.8 
53.1 53.9 54.3 55.1 52.7 
tO 
-a, 
TABLE XL 
ANALYSl~ OF VARIAKCE OF BODY WEIGHT GAIN FOR .EACH PERIOO AND OVKRALL 1 , PHASE 3 
Source of Mean souares for the rollowing J!!riods 
variation df 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
--
Total (corrected) 233 
Treatment 17 
Protein (P) 1 3,833 89,174** 4,029 99 1,982 1,569 1,595 598 1,182 115 
Energy (E) (2) 
~ 1 7,139 16,008 11,618 446 1,232 1.699 2,622 6,104 2,409 4,234 
EQ 1 2,557 533 3,093 t,538 458 104 1,317 43 t,Ci13 1s, 1ss* 
Vol11111e (V) (2) 
VL 1 173,923** 16, 743. 230 6,084 609 921 177 8,336 t,504 3, 103 
VQ 1 5,934 4,378 20,061 5,758 3,149 2,132 4~630 3,854 3,024 2,673 
Interactions (12) 
P x E 2 189 22,800 1,226 1,414 37 188 1,.144 726 4,972 20,534** 
PxV 2 2,454 8,304 581 9,649* 1,376 502 1,436 8 5,867 15,681 
ExV 4 4,541 2,767 6,088 1,164 3,990 3,236 3,347 5,.214 2,984 2,704 
PxExV 4 5,032 2,459 1,940 1,288 1,737 1,090 5,088'* 2,737 '1,852 838 
Error 216 5,644 8,216 5,571 2,629 2,519 2,986 2,120 2,414 2,233 2,638 
1overall based on combined data ror periods 11 through 20. 
*si~nificant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. 
Overall 11-20 
75,744 
4,989 
96, 720,.., 
288,71'2** 
9,566 
124i44t** 
6,732 
14,957 
2,990 
25,02S 
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Overall effects of protein and energy upon body weight gain, Phase 3 
TABLE XLI 
OVERALL1 MEANS FOR THE EFFECT OF PROTEIN AND ENERGY 
UPON BO~Y WEIGHT. GAIN2 ~ PHASE 3 
Dietary Dietary ener,gy . level 
protein level 1 ~ 
1 402.4 ;f42.4 
2 400.8 ;, 63 0 3 . 
3 
45400 
326.6 
1overall based ?n-combined -d~ta·tQk periods 11 through 20. 
2 All means are expressed in grams. 
explain this interaction, 
99 
From the main effect means, shown in Table XLII, it may be seen 
that dietary energy level produced a quadratic effect which was 
significant overall and during period 200 In light of the protein~ 
energy interaction just discussed, it is apparent that energy and 
protein are not operating independently of one another and cannot 
be discussed individually. 
The carryover effects of dietary volume level prod~ced a linear 
j 
difference in body weight gain which was signtfi~ant, at the one per-
cent level of probability. The main effect means, Table XLII, illus-
trate the fact that as dietary volume increased, body weight gain 
incneas_edo Pullets on dietary volume level 3 gained 86 grams more 
of body weight during phase 3 than did pullets reared on dietary 
volume level 1. It should be noted that body weight gains for dietary 
I • • 
- v·olume levels durt'ng phase 2 were the rev.e,rse of gains observed in 
phase 3 (Tables X,XV:J;I and XLII)o· 
TABLE XLII 
MAIN EFFECT MEANS FOR BODY WEIGHT GAIN1 FOR EACH PERIOD AND OVERALL 2 , PHASE 3 
Periods 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Overall 11-20 
Dietary 
protein level 
** 
1 156.1 85.2 -11.3 20.B 54 •. 4 22.0 25.7 27.9 4.5 10.8 399.6 
2 148.0 46.1 -3.0 19.5 48.6 27.2 30.9 24.7 9.0 12.2 363.7 
----------·------------------·---·---- ... ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------..... ~--------
Dietary 
energy level 
1 161.1 54.5 4.1 23.6 55.3 28.4 
2 147.3 6?.8 -12.3 16.5 49.5 23.7 
3 147.6 74.7 -13.2 20.3 49.6 21.8 
Dietary 
(L) 4x:t volume level 
1 122.2 73.0 -1.8 10.4 56.0 20.1 
2 144.9 71.8 -20.2 27.2 46.3 28.9 
3 189.0 52.2 0.6 22.9 52.1 24.9 
1All means are expressed in grams of gain per bird. 
2overall based on combined data for periods 11 through 20. 
3Quadratic significance 
4Linear si:?:nificance 
*significant at the five percent level of probability. 
**significant at the one percent level of probability. 
34.1 19.8 8.9 
24.9 26 .• 9 10.5 
25.9 32.3 1.0 
24.1 21.9 7.4 
34.6 20.6 11. 9 
26.2 36.5 1.1 
(Q>3* 
12.0 
0.1 
22.4 
9.5 
6.7 
18.4 
(Q).t: 
401. 6 
352.8 
390.3 
(L)k* 
343.1 
372.5 
429.1 
b 
0 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A.completely randomized experiment with a fa~to~ial arran~eme~t 
of treatinents was designed to study .the effect ot feeding two levels 
. ' 
of dietary'prote-in, three levels of d'ietary energy and three levels 
of dietary volume to commercial egg-type ,pul.let~. The two dietary 
protein lev-els were fed from the first week to the twen.tieth week 
' 
, of ~ge, wµile ·the dietary energy and dietary yolume levels were fed 
from the ninth to the twentieth week of age'.· Dietary weight was held 
constant in all concurrently fed rations, The effects of the treat-
me·~ts. im"posed during the growing pe.riod were studied· throughout the 
I 
subsequent 20~week egg production ~ri~d. The factors measured dur-
ing the egg production period were sexual maturity, feed consump-
ti.on, egg production, eg.g weight and body weight gain. 
Growing Period (Day-old to 20 weeks of ,ge) 
' . . 
The dietary protein levels studied in this experiment resu~~ed 
in a difference in actual protein consumption which was statistically 
significant during the entir.e growing period. In contrast, dietary 
pro.tein re.sul ted in no significant overall di'ffe:i-ence in feed weigpt 
consunted. Protein requirements appear to be most critical·for,pul-
. ,, 
l.~ts during the ~irst four weeks of life and j.ust preceding the 
onset. of egg production ( 17-,20 weeks of age). 
Dietary e~ergy level resulted in no overall significant d~ffer-
101 
102 
ence in energy consumption. This verifies the findings qf most re-
search workers that pullets eat prii;narily to satisfy their energy 
requirement. In contrast 9 differe~ces in energy level resul t,ed in 
significant differences in feed weight c·onsumption •. This differenc,e 
was predominal,ltly linear 9 but exhibited a s~all quadratic efil'ect. 
This indicates that as dietary energy level increases~ feed weight 
·-
consumptian decreases. Along with this difference in feed weight 
consumption 9 there was a significant difference in, protein intake 
for each ot the three dietary energy levels. Diff~ren~ protein in-
takes would be expected because e~ch of the various dietary energy 
. , . 
levels contained equal amounts of protein per unit of feed. 
A positive linear response in feed. volume consumption was p:ro-
duced by differences in dietary volume level. T~ese differences 
were statistically significant during every.period that the treat-
ments were imposed. Dietary volume leve~s produced no difference 
in· feed weight consumption during the 17t:q_ to the 20th week of age. 
This infer~ that by the time the pullets had reached this age 9 ~hey 
had adjusted to the increased dietary volume levels by increasing 
the volume of their intestines or by outgrowing the vo,lume levels 
used in· this experiment. Dietary.volume level produced a signifi-
cant difference in body weight gain when the pullets were 9 to 18· 
weeks of ageo A~ the dietary volume level increased 9 body weigh.t 
gait) decreased • 
. Egg .Prod.uction Period (21 to 40 weeks of age) 
A dietary protein x dietary energy interaction si,gnificantly 
affected the date of sexual maturityo Thi~ interaction resulted 
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primarily from the various protein intakes which occurred during 
the growing periodo Pullets that consumed 15o0 grams of protein 
per day from 9 to 18 weeks of age reached sexual maturity in 15L6 
days. When protein intake was increased to 19.7 grams, there was a 
delay of L 8 days in the date of sexual maturity~ while decre.ases 
in protein intake to 1304, 12o0 and 10.1 grams were associated with 
delays in the date of .sexual . .maturity of 3 .. ,1~ ~6<'1 and 80.S da.ys, 
respectively 1 above the sexual maturity date of the pullets which 
consumed 15 grams of proteino All pullets consumed approximately 
an equal number of Calories during the 9 to 18-week growing period, 
This illustrates the importance of having the proper calorie-protein 
ratio in growing pullet diets as related to ~h,e date o;f sexual ma-
turityo These protein intakes are averages over a ten-week growing 
periodo The actual protein needs of g;rowing pulle~s is certain to 
vary during this timeo This points out the need for intensive 
stucHes in this area to determine more precisely the proper intakes 
and. ratios needed by growingpulletso 
The dietary energy levels fed during the ~rowing period pro-
duced a difference in feed weight consumption during the egg pro-
duction periodo Pullets reared on dietary energy level t consumed 
four more grams of feed per bird per day during the 20-week eg_g 
production period than did pullets reared on energy levels 2 and 
3" lt is believed that the four~gram difference in feed consumption 
occurred because the pullets reared on dietary energy level 1 laid 
more eggs and gained more body weight during the egg production 
period.o 
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Pullets which consumed protein at average daily intakes of 
12.4 an.d 16.2 grams durinri; the 9 to 18-'-week growing period~ pro-
, I " . . • 
duced 100.8 and f04" 1 eggs~ respectively. 1 during the egg procluction 
period. I~ appears that energy is actirg indirectly in affecting 
egg nwnbers~ since all pullets consumed isocaloric quantities of 
feed during the growin.u; pe;riod. Pullets fed the three dietary en-
ergy levels consumed 17.3 1 13 o 8 and 1 L 7 gram~ of protein per day 
and produced 105. 6 1 101. 9 and 99. 9 eggs~ respecti v,ely. This indi-
cat es that protein consumed during the growing period was the priir1e 
factor determining number of eggs produced during the egg produc-
tlon period. 
Pullets which-matured earJiest laid significaµtly more eggs 
th,rn, did slow-maturing pullets. No significant differences in egg, 
weight were recorded from the levels of dietary protein 9 energy 
or volume used i.n this experiment. 
As dietary volume level~ iLmposed during the growing period~ 
increased 9 body weight gain increased during the egg production, 
period. This is the.reverse of the trend due to the dietary volume 
levels reported for the ,growing period.1 In other words I body 
weight gains tended to equalize with time and ay~ilability of nu-
trients. Carcass analysis would be helpful in future experiments 
of' this kind to determine whether muscle~ skeletal or fatty tissue 
is formed when egr;-type pullets gain at different rates and at 
different times during the life cycle. 
I 
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